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Mediacorp adopts HbbTV
SINGAPORE – Mediacorp has
launched the Toggle Red Button
for its OTT Toggle service. Based
on HbbTV, this brings together
live broadcast TV and Toggle’s VoD
services into a single environment.
Mediacorp is said to be the first
broadcaster in South-east Asia to
deploy HbbTV technology, which
rides on its DVB-T2 network.

Global IP traffic to rise
threefold by 2020
SAN FRANCISCO – By 2020,
global IP traffic will reach 2.3ZB
per year, or 194EB per month,
according to a new report from
Cisco. Global IP traffic will increase
nearly threefold over the next five
years, and will have increased
nearly 100-fold from 2005 to
2020. Overall, IP traffic will grow at
a CAGR of 22% from 2015 to 2020.

Global satellite revenues
grow despite challenges
WASHINGTON – While the world
economy remains sluggish, the
Satellite Industry Association (SIA)
reported world satellite industry
revenues grew at 3% in 2015.
Globally, 2015 revenues for the industry totalled US$208 billion, up
from about $203 billion in 2014.
Growth was led by the satellite
services segment, with satellite
broadband and earth observation
revenues both up by 10% over the
previous year.
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Digital transformation
is shaping the future
by shawn liew

SINGAPORE – Digital transformation is irrevocably altering how
we interact with one another, how
business is conducted, and perhaps
most critically, how consumer behaviour is shaped.
Technological advancements
today are exponential, and literally everything and everyone are
connected, said Gerd Leonhard,
futurist, advisor, author and filmmaker.
Dubbed as “one of the leading media futurists in the world”,
Leonhard presented a Visionary
Address at last month’s Broadcast
Asia2016 and CommunicAsia2016.
For the broadcast and media
industries, a new age of “broadbanding” has arrived. He explained:
“What we are seeing today is a
convergence of broadband with
traditional broadcasting.
“Broadcast and broadband are

❝Broadcast and
broadband are coming
together to create overthe-top (OTT) and live,
on-demand content.❞
— Gerd Leonhard,
Futurist, Advisor, Author
and Filmmaker

coming together to create overthe-top (OTT) and live, on-demand
content.”
Along with this convergence
comes more control for today’s
discerning consumers.
“The idea of being able to control consumer behaviour is ending,”
said Leonhard, citing the example of
the music industry, where content
today is “very cheap”, bordering on
being free. “The music industry is
not selling the music anymore, it is
selling the experiences surrounding
the music,” he explained.
The same scenario is beginning
to apply for movies and TV shows,
suggested Leonhard. “When you
have potentially six billion people
connected to the Internet, the cost
of content will be very, very low.
“The price point per unit will
become cheaper and cheaper.”
However, he warned that one
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Mastering the art of haiku on NHK
World.

Immerse
yourself in
Japanese poetry
TOKYO – NHK World is broadcasting Haiku Masters for the global audience. An interactive programme,
it is currently featuring Photo
Haiku, a combination of an English
three-line poem and a photograph.
Haiku is a traditional form of
Japanese poetry, where each haiku
consists of three lines. The first
and last lines of a haiku have five
syllables, while the middle line has
seven syllables.
Each episode is set in a region
of Japan that has particular haiku
associations. For instance, two
episodes are filmed in Matsuyama,
Ehime Prefecture, on the western
part of Japan, a locale that has
given birth to many modern haiku
poets, including Shiki Masaoka and
Kyoshi Takahama.

‘Go with the flow and embrace emerging technologies’
SINGAPORE – The winds of change are sweeping through the broadcast and media industries.
Are traditional broadcasters able to withstand
the impending storm created by digital disruption — a tsunami that will flatten the landscape
and bring in its wake a media war involving not
only telcos but also on-demand video service
providers such as Netflix?
What can broadcasters do to brace them-

selves against the turbulence that will change
the face of broadcasting forever?
The advice from three systems integrators
interviewed at BroadcastAsia2016 is ‘to go with
the flow and embrace emerging technologies’.
Embracing new technologies and innovations will be a positive first step forward, said
Aale Raza, managing director of systems integrator Whiteway Systems.

“It is high time the industry embraces HDR.
“The industry has been talking about resolutions for a long time — from SD to HD and
now to 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) — while neglecting
aspects such as colour gamut and high dynamic
range (HDR),” said Raza, adding that organisations such as the Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union
(ABU) should push hard for standardisation for
88
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EDITORIAL

Time to disrupt yourself
and embrace IP
To say that we are living in a digital world is plainly
stating the obvious. Digital technologies, while
enhancing the way we work and play, have been
unleashing wave after wave of disruptions across
many industries.
For the broadcast and media industries, a new
age of ‘broadbanding’ has arrived, declared Gerd
Leonhard, futurist, advisor, author and filmmaker.
Dubbed as “one of the leading media futurists in the world”, Leonhard presented a ‘Visionary
Address’ at last month’s BroadcastAsia2016 and
CommunicAsia2016.
As the convergence of broadband and traditional broadcasting continues to gain pace, the
idea of being able to control consumer behaviour
is ending, he cautioned. With bandwidth penetration becoming more prevalent, more and more
people will be connected to the Internet, which is
growing exponentially as a platform to consume
over-the-top, on-demand content.
The onus, then, is on broadcasters to re-think
strategies and revamp approaches not only on
how they engage with their audiences, but also
on how to offer content catered to these viewers’
specific needs.
Or, as Leonhard advised, stay ahead of the
niche, and not the mass market.
Leonhard’s concept of ‘broadbanding’ also
brings the transition to IP into sharp focus once
again. At BroadcastAsia2016, one of the key discussion points, and prominently displayed on the show
floors through a range of high-profile solutions,
was undeniably IP. Should this also be interpreted
as an indication that broadcasters in Asia are truly
ready to embrace IP?
Get on with your business plans for IP, but keep
your SDI systems in place, attendees at the APB
ConneXxion Forum 2016 were told.
Based on the theme of “Empowering Broadcasters to Embrace IP”, this year’s APB forum discussed how the transition to IP is already under
way, with multi-screen delivery a key part of

broadcasters’ portfolio today.
The main discussion point surrounding IP now,
reminded Stan Moote, CTO of the IABM, is centred
around in-plant infrastructures and whether broadcasters are ready to replace or change existing
baseband infrastructures.
Moving forward, many broadcast/network
functions will be virtualised and software-defined
networks are likely to be the norm. However, from
a broadcast standpoint, the industry will be hardpressed to take the risk of going all-IP now, said
Mock Pack Lum, CTO of Singapore telecom and
pay-TV operator StarHub.
Clearly, there are lingering issues, such as costs
and interoperability, that need to be addressed
before broadcast IP can be fully embraced. Many
broadcast engineers are also not used to working
in virtualised or pure IT environments, and the
industry, as a whole, arguably do not yet have a
firm grasp on how to effectively build up robust
and cost-efficient IP systems.
However, this should not deter broadcasters
from planning a transition path to IP — one with
the least technical and financial risks, and which is
best catered to their own needs.
Within that framework, the continued existence of SDI is arguably non-negotiable, as a hybrid
approach of SDI and IP remains the best bet for
broadcasters today.
To find out more about what was discussed at
the APB ConneXxion Forum 2016, be sure to grab
your copy of the special report that is available with
this month’s APB issue. In the process, you might
well gain more insights into how you can begin to
disrupt yourself and embrace IP.
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The Blackmagic URSA Studio Viewfinder turns your
URSA Mini into the ultimate live studio camera!
Now you can turn URSA Mini into a professional live production
camera by adding the URSA Studio Viewfinder! Featuring a large 7”
screen with variable tension mounting points, tally and external
controls, the URSA Studio Viewfinder integrates perfectly with URSA
Mini. You get live production features and true digital film quality
images with incredible texture, detail and color that are far superior
to standard broadcast cameras!

Studio or On Location
Operating a camera at live concerts, sports, and long events can be
back breaking if you have to look through a tiny eyepiece all day!
The URSA Studio Viewfinder has a large display with handles and
external controls that let you comfortably stand behind the camera
and follow the action for hours on end! The rugged external controls
let you adjust settings without taking your eyes off the action, plus
tally lights make it easy to identify which camera is live!

Designed for Live Production
The all metal design of the URSA Studio Viewfinder features the
highest quality variable tension mounting points and an articulated
arm that lets you adjust the position and angle of the viewfinder. You
can set the perfect amount of resistance, allowing you to move the
viewfinder independent of the camera! This lets you keep the
viewfinder still and your eyes on the screen, while quickly panning
the camera to follow things like fast action sports!

www.blackmagicdesign.com/sg
*SRP is Exclusiveof Taxes.

Control at Your Fingertips
The URSA Studio Viewfinder features extremely high quality buttons
and dials that are perfectly positioned so you can quickly display
frame guides, focus overlays and change settings! The menu dial
lets you fly through options as well as magnify the image to check
detail and focus. You also get dedicated brightness, contrast and
focus peaking knobs, along with three customizable function buttons
for zebra displays, custom LUTs, edge focus detection and more!

Advanced SDI Control Protocol
The combination of URSA Mini and URSA Studio Viewfinder give you
a complete studio camera that can be controlled remotely using
Blackmagic Design’s advanced SDI control protocol! This protocol
uses available space in the SDI stream for talkback and to send data,
commands as well as video back to the camera on its program input.
You can turn on the viewfinder tally light, balance camera color,
adjust focus and more, right from your ATEM switcher without having
to run any additional control cables!

Blackmagic URSA
Studio Viewfinder
S$2,525*
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The future may be IP,
but how do we get there?
by fintan mc kiernan

Alphabet pasta is a funny thing I haven’t
had since I was a kid, but recently every
conversation with a broadcast manufacturer seems to remind me of it: AIMS
this, ASPEN that and NMI the other. The
only thing outpacing the adoption of
IP infrastructures by broadcasters is the
amount of hype and hyperbole about
the benefits of IP-based infrastructures
and the sheer amount of alphabet pasta
terms being bandied about.
But when you really get into the
low-level details of these systems, you
realise that while the manufacturers are
united in their opinion that the future
of broadcast is IP, not many can deliver
that future today; and of those who do,
interoperability is a major concern.
Let’s open the alphabet pasta and
see if we can spell out our future, starting with AIMS, The Alliance for IP Media
Solutions. Initiated by Grass Valley, this is
a marketing group of some 20-plus “full”
members consisting of both manufacturers and end-users including 21st Century
Fox, CBS, Evertz, Grass Valley, SAM (Snell
Advanced Media) and some 13 associate
members including Avid, Ikegami, Dejero,
Media Proxy and Vizrt.
Their goal is to bring broadcasters,
technology vendors and industry standards organisations together, to eliminate
fragmentation and maximise hardware
and software interoperability through a
comprehensive, ubiquitous set of IP broadcast
standards.
The AIMS alliance
is promoting SMPTE
2022-6, which defines
the Transport of High Bit
Rate Media Signals over
IP Networks (HBRMT) by
specifying a way to transport high bitrate
signals, including uncompressed 3Gbps
1080p video that is not encapsulated in
MPEG-2 transport streams.
AIMS is also promoting the forthcoming SMPTE 2110, which specifies the
carriage, synchronisation and description
of separate elementary streams over IP
(video, audio and metadata), based on
the Video Services Forum (VSF) Technical Recommendations TR-03 and TR-04.
So who is the VSF? The Video Services Forum (VSF) was formed in 1997
to support uniform delivery of video
services across the separate Regional Bell
Operating Companies (now mainly AT&T
and Verizon) after the AT&T-sponsored
organisation, the Video Services Industry Forum (VSIF), was disbanded. Today,
the VSF is an international association
comprising service providers, users and
manufacturers dedicated to interoperability, quality metrics and education for
video networking technologies.
AIMS is building on the work of the
VSF to promote interoperability based on
open standards. Thus, one would think, if
the device has an AIMS sticker affixed, it

❝For now, at least, a full IP broadcast facility
replacing an existing baseband SDI facility will cost
more and may prove to be less interoperable than the
one it replaced. ❞
will plug and play with any other device
with an AIMS sticker on it. We shall see ...
And now that we are clear on the
aim of AIMS, let’s move on to the next
spoonful of alphabet pasta.
ASPEN (Adaptive Sample Picture
Encapsulation) is a term that originated
with Evertz initially, so was perceived by
many in the industry as being proprietary
and latterly anti-AIMS. But when Evertz
joined AIMS earlier this year, that idea
was killed. Evertz started this IP initiative and was joined by the likes of For-A,
Ross Video, Abekas, AJA Video Systems,
ChryonHego, Hitachi and Sony, who all
wanted compatibility with the Evertz
product line.
ASPEN builds on a proprietar y
protocol developed by Evertz, based
on MPEG-2 Systems transport over IP.
ASPEN has been submitted to SMPTE
for publication as a Registered Disclosure
Document (RDD 37), as well as SMPTE ST
302 and 2038.
Next, we have the TICO Alliance, a
consortium of companies united to set
the bar for next-generation 4K/Ultra
HD (UHD) TV and 8K infrastructure by
establishing TICO compression in the
new IP-based live ecosystem. Using the
TICO compression and video-over-IP
standards, the group enables the industry
to seamlessly update existing SDI-based
workflows to IP and 4K/UHDTV without
the cost of a complete renewal.
Current members of the TICO Alliance include: Blackmagic Design, Bluefish444, EVS Broadcast System, Grass
Valley, Ikegami, Quantum Data, Ross
Video, Tektronix, Telestream and Xilinx.
Sony, a member of both ASPEN and
AIMS, also has its own Networked Media
Interface (NMI), which will support live

production of video using video-over-IP
networks. Xilinx is now in its third generation of supporting the SMPTE ST 2022
standard, which is a foundational protocol
behind Sony’s NMI technology. With the
development of SMPTE ST 2059 for timing and synchronisation of video on an
ST 2022-based network, Xilinx developers will have the key building blocks to
develop Sony NMI-based products.
This is the same SMPTE 2022 standard as in AIMS, but will these be interoperable with broadcast equipment
manufactured by AIMS members?
Not to be outdone by the industry
heavy hitters, NewTek suggests that you
can easily transition to video-over-IP
using its groundbreaking NDI (Network
Device Interface) protocol, with readyto-use tools and applications from, you
guessed it, NewTek and its expanding list
of partners. These include Brainstorm,
CasparCG, CharacterWorks, ChyronHego,
ClassX, Compix, EasyWorship, Gnural Net,
Graphics Outfitters, LiveXpert, Media 5,
Vizrt and Panasonic, who recently announced that its PTZ cameras can stream

H.264 video-over-IP to NDI-compatible
systems and devices.
There’s a pattern here and it’s a
pattern we have seen before, where
manufacturers are clubbing together
before the standards are set, in order to
compete in the broadcast IP land grab.
So it’s fair to suspect some will either
fail or version themselves to align with
the future major standard, or one of the
major standards that emerges if there is
no unifying standard.
For now though, a lot of the alphabet
pasta is better left on the shelf until the
manufacturers have gone through a few
more rounds of slugging it out with each
other to make their IP solutions as robust
and interoperable as our existing SDI
solutions. With SDI, we were guaranteed
interoperability — that interoperability
deteriorated with the adoption of filebased workflows, as there was a proliferation of different file types. And even
within those file types, interoperability
was not guaranteed; all MXF files are not
ingested equally!
However, IP for broadcasters isn’t all
about in-house transport standards, because there are many versions of IP technologies that are ready to go. This could be
easily seen at the recent BroadcastAsia2016
in Singapore, where exhibitors were broadcasting live demonstrations directly from
their booth to the Internet using bonded IP
connections. Call it live over-the-top (OTT)
or Internet TV, but it was IP all the way.
Even the camera in one of the studio
demonstrations and the “human-friendly”
robot that it was on were fully controlled
over IP by next-generation studio auto
mation software. While there is still a void
of agreement over interoperable video
transport standards in IP, some areas of IP
for broadcast are ready to go and already
offering more flexibility and providing
cost-savings over the technology they
replace.
But for now, at least, a full IP broadcast facility replacing an existing baseband SDI facility will cost more and may
prove to be less interoperable than the
one it replaced. So when choosing your
alphabet pasta, choose carefully, because
you are what you eat.
Fintan Mc Kiernan is CEO, Ideal Systems,
South-east Asia
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LIVE CONTENT

FROM EVERYWHERE
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Professional A/V interface for Skype TX
STX-200 for Skype TX
Licensed by Microsoft, the STX-200 is a stand-alone, studio-grade
solution that leverages Skype to bring live content directly from
reporters to the on-air production. The Riedel unit oﬀers broadcastquality HD-SDI and balanced XLR audio I/Os and is packaged with
professional Microsoft Skype TX software, available exclusively with
the STX-200.

www.riedel.net
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Asia may go fully IP in 2020
SINGAPORE – Broadcasters and
content producers in Asia are
generally convinced of the great
benefits they will reap when they
embrace IP — but many are hesitant to do so.
Why?
In a panel discussion on the
second day of BroadcastAsia2016,
the general consensus was that
there are a number of Asian broadcasters who want to incorporate
IP into their workflow but, at the
same time, they still like to have
the resiliency that is being offered by the traditional broadcast
infrastructure.
An informal Tea Time Tech Talk,
hosted by Riedel Communications
at BroadcastAsia2016, generated
different views on when IP would
prevail in Asia.
Thomas Riedel, CEO of the
company, who moderated the
discussion posed the Big Question:
When will broadcasters in the region be ready to go fully IP?
T h e pa n e l l i s t s — F i n t a n
Mc Kiernan, CEO of Ideal Systems
Southeast Asia; Gede Mayun,
project director for Telkom Vision,
Indonesia; Loh Siu Yin, managing
director for Beyond Broadcast;
Unmish Parthasarathi, principal,
PictureBroad; and Andrew Yeo,
publisher of Asia-Pacific Broadcasting — were not able to agree on
a common date as Asian countries
are at different stages of ICT development.
“There is still no real market
leader that can provide a total IPbased solution,” said Ideal System’s

‘Generate new business
models’ to stay relevant
18

From Left: Riedel’s Rajveer Singh; Riedel CEO Thomas Riedel; APB’s Andrew Yeo;
PictureBoard’s Unmish Parthasarathi; Beyond Broadcast’s Loh Siu Yin; Telekom
Vision’s Gede Mayun; and Ideal System’s Fintan Mc Kiernan.

Mc Kiernan, adding that although
broadcasters cannot as yet go fully
IP, they should not deny that there
are a lot of benefits when one integrates the technology into existing
workflows.
All the panellists, however,
agreed that a hybrid system would
be the best solution — a system
combining IP solutions with existing SDI infrastructure.
When asked by Yeo what would
be the ideal way to adopt IP,
Mc Kiernan said that broadcasters
would at this point in time be reluctant to abandon their SDI systems,
thus deploying a hybrid system
would be the answer.
“The industry is already using
IP,” said Mc Kiernan, “but to go fully
IP? Perhaps, two to three years, as
this will be the amount of time

needed to reach the tipping point.”
Telekom Vision’s Mayun predicted that it would take around
two years for broadcasters to embrace IP. “Telcos are already into
IP,” he added.
On the other hand, Beyond
Broadcast’s Loh was more conservative. He pointed out while
the technology may be available,
the industry would have to change
the mindset of workers and training
them would take time. “Five years,
maybe more,” he stated.
H o w e v e r, P i c t u r e B o a r d ’s
Parthasarathi who travels widely
around the region, said: “It will take
about three years.”
Finally, APB’s Yeo predicted
urban Asia will go fully IP in 2020
— just in time for the Tokyo Summer Olympics.

must not be blinded to the possibilities beyond business models
that have proved successful in the
past, because if you enjoyed a distribution monopoly before, those
days are numbered.
“Broadcasters are no longer
the only game in town, and they
need to generate new business
models in order not to lose your
relevance.”
Where the definition of broadcast may once have encompassed
the transmission of content to mass
undifferentiated audiences, staying ahead of the niche, instead of
being ahead of the mass market,
represents the future.
Leonhard elaborated: “When
you have OTT, you are able to enter
into thousands of niches. When
you have OTT content like Netflix,
you can theoretically have 50,000
channels.
“The method of transmission
and what’s being transmitted is
converging, and nobody should
be surprised if the likes of Netflix
and Google buy into cable systems
sooner, rather than later.”
Trust will also be the key word
for millennials as they decide which
service provider to choose, and
who offers the best content.
“The value of a broadcaster
will be measured by trust, by its
audience and by technology,”
Leonhard said.
“What millenials want today,
and what they are being offered,
remain a mismatch in many in-

stances.”
And the implications may be
even more far-reaching in five to
eight years’ time, when computing
power increases and bandwidth
penetration becomes more prevalent, he predicted.
“TV is a societal event and is
likely to remain a key platform for
delivering live sports or political
events. However, when you have
constant high-speed, low-cost Internet access, the scenario emerges
where everything else potentially
goes over OTT.”
However, not all is doom and
gloom. Do not approach the
digital transformation based on
fear; conversely, do not proceed
without caution.
Leonhard posed the question:
Who controls the digital transformation and who will be in charge
of enforcing the “rules” of digital
transformation?
Certainly, it would appear that
broadcasters need to break from
the shackles of age-old business
models that may have served them
well for years, if they are not to
relinquish complete control they
have enjoyed in years.
For instance, there is a need to
recognise that content no longer
needs to be free, said Leonhard.
“Instead, content needs to be
good, to be curated, to be accurate and to be meaningful for
the consumer.
“Within a certain price point,
people will still be willing to
pay for quality content,” he concluded.

Critical to leverage technologies, innovations to cut cost and survive
18
HDR, if broadcasters are to derive
the full benefits of HDR.
Leveraging technologies and
innovations to reduce operational
cost is also a critical factor in the
fight for survival.
Fintan Mc Kiernan, CEO of Ideal
Systems, South-east Asia, spent the
best part of two hours and 30 minutes transmitting live video from
his BroadcastAsia2016 booth to the
Ideal Systems Facebook page. This
demonstration, said Mc Kiernan,
serves as a timely reminder of how
IP has “dramatically cut down” the
cost of live production and content
acquisition.
“With this reduction in cost,
there is a proliferation of highquality, locally produced content
from just about everywhere,” he
added.
“Where it would once have cost
a few million dollars just to deploy
an OB truck, IP reduces the cost,
and complexity in live production.”
Mc Kiernan also urged broadcasters not to fall into the pitfall

of thinking that the move to IP
involves simply changing existing
baseband infrastructures.
“It is up to broadcasters to leverage IP in all its guises. Ask yourself: ‘What can IP do to make my
facility, my production processes
more efficient?’,” said Mc Kiernan.
Indeed, IP provides a medium
for broadcast equipment to “talk to
each other”, and the path to IP may
be an inevitable one, said Heinz
Herrmann, CEO of Magna Systems.
He, however, was quick to add:
“Until standards such as SMPTE
2022-6 have been rectified and
gain in maturity, there will be a risk
involved in migrating to IP.
“Full-IP and software-based
systems continue to present teething problems where issues such
as latency and scalability are concerned.”
Magna Systems also urged TV
stations to monitor closely how
the convergence of technologies
is affecting their own operations
as well as that of telcos and OTT
service providers.
Intense competition in today’s

Ideal Systems’ Fintan Mc Kiernan: “It’s
up to broadcasters to leverage IP in all
its guises.”

Magna Systems’ Heinz Herrmann: “Full
IP ... continues to present teething
problems.”

Whiteway Systems’ Aale Raza: “It is time
for broadcasters to review their
mindsets and existing business models.”

media industry will impact the
broadcasting structure and business models. High intensity of
competition will lead to blurring of
business boundaries and may lead
to a media war.
“It is about time for broadcasters to review their mindsets and
existing business models,” said
Whiteway Systems’ Raza, as he
envisages a future where even freeto-air broadcasters will be charging
for their content. “If you produce
good content, there is absolutely
no reason why people won’t pay

for it,” he opined.
And despite the positive outcomes of WRC-15, where it was
broadly decided against the opening up of more sub-700MHz band
spectrum to mobile services, the
spectrum war is far from over.
Many countries around the
world, including in Asia, have
seemingly gone against the recommendations of WRC-15 by planning to allocate more spectrum for
mobile services, Raza pointed out.
Create new ways of doing
things, added Ideal Systems’

Mc Kiernan. “ TV will become
more localised in the next three
to five years, and there will be
an explosion of production studios because costs continue to go
down.
“Netflix, Hulu, Facebook and
many more will soon be considered
‘broadcasters’ in their own right.”
What then, will broadcasters
have to do to survive and thrive
in the coming months?
Mc Kiernan’s reply, while appearing simplistic, may represent a
hard but necessary truth: CHANGE.
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Inter BEE 2016 to explore
possibilities of new media
TOKYO – Inaugurated in 1965,
Inter BEE enjoyed its most successful run last year, as a recordbreaking 996 companies and organisations
exhibited at more than 1,780 booth spaces.
This included 540 exhibitors from 32
countries around the world, who welcomed
35,646 visitors from 39 countries, another
show record. In a post-Inter BEE 2015 survey, more than half of respondents (54.9)
indicated that they attended the show to
obtain the latest information on products
and technologies, while an overwhelming
94.2% of respondents indicated they intend
to visit Inter BEE 2016.
This year, Inter BEE returns to the Makuhari Messe convention centre in Tokyo from
November 16-18. With the theme of “Tell the
world of the possibilities of new media”, Inter
BEE 2016 will be supported by Japan’s Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications
(MIC), the Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry (METI), Japanese public broadcaster
NHK, the Japan Commercial Broadcasters Association (JBA) and the Association of Radio
Industries and Businesses (ARIB).
One of Japan’s premier professional exhibitions for audio, video and communication,
Inter BEE 2016 aims to provide a platform for
business and information exchange, as well
as bringing together the latest technological
innovations under one roof.
Last year, visitors were treated to a daz-

iflix expands library
with more NBCU
content
KUALA LUMPUR – iflix, a subscriptionvideo-on-demand (SVoD) service catering
to the South-east Asian market, has signed
a multi-year content licensing deal with NBCUniversal International Distribution.
Through this agreement, hundreds of
hours of TV programming from NBCUniversal’s (NBCU) portfolio, including more than
20 first-run TV shows and popular catalogue
titles, will be added to the iflix library.
iflix now has exclusive premiere rights in
the region to top NBCU TV series, including the critically acclaimed Mr. Robot, fan
favourites Difficult People and Hunters, and
the highly-anticipated fantasy series, The
Magicians. Based on Lev Grossman’s bestselling novels, the new series has been available on iflix since last month. Each show will
be available for the first time in South-east
Asia, only on iflix.
James Bridge, iflix Group’s chief content
officer, said: “We are thrilled to strengthen
our partnership with NBCUniversal, which
began with our acquisition of Mr. Robot
last year. Mr. Robot epitomises the type of
exceptional content iflix aims to bring to
South-east Asia. Adding more upcoming
exclusives, along with an outstanding selection of the studio’s most iconic titles, allows
us to further expand on the considerable
breadth and quality of content we already
offer our members.”
Now available in Malaysia, Thailand and
the Philippines, iflix will be made available
to more South-east Asian markets in the
coming months, according to the company.

zling display of the latest
innovations in 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD) and 8K technologies. As
Japan looks forward to Tokyo Olympics 2020,
expect more of the same at Inter BEE 2016.
For more information, please visit www.
interbee.com.

9
Inter BEE
2016
will be
looking
to build
on the
success of
the 2015
event,
which saw
a record
number
of
exhibitors
and
visitors.
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IMDA to shape infocomm-media
convergence in Singapore
Can you elaborate on the role
that IMDA will play to ensure
that the infocomm and media
industries in Singapore adapt to
a converging media landscape?
Gabriel Lim: IMDA will help Singa
pore take full advantage of the
exciting opportunities in a rapidly
converging infocomm and media
landscape. IMDA will promote
digital connectivity and creativity,
so that our people and businesses
can thrive in a digital future. IMDA
will also implement the Infocomm
Media 2025 masterplan, to nurture
competitive Infocomm Media
(ICM) enterprises and a strong
talent pool.
As the sectoral regulator, IMDA
will regulate the ICM sector to
uphold the public interest and
facilitate business development.
Finally, IMDA will connect commu
nities through quality local media
content.
As new technologies, and new
players continue to enter the
fray, how can traditional TV
providers/broadcasters and
producers remain relevant to
today's increasingly discerning
audiences?
Lim: Traditional TV broadcasters
must innovate to take full advan
tage of the opportunities that
technology provides, and address
the challenges of competition.
In terms of content production,
broadcasters must tailor their con
tent to connect with increasingly
discerning viewers in a world where
content is ubiquitous. In terms of
distribution, broadcasters must
go beyond traditional platforms
to reach and engage new viewers
online and, increasingly, on mobile.
We have been helping our
media companies make this tran
sition. Singapore broadcasters
such as Mediacorp and StarHub
have launched over-the-top (OTT)
services to offer local audiences

Since April this year, the Infocomm Development Authority (IDA)
and Media Development Authority (MDA) have been restructured
to form the Info-communications Media Development Authority
of Singapore (IMDA) and the Government Technology Agency
(GovTech). Gabriel Lim, CEO-designate, IMDA, shares some of
the major initiatives that IMDA will be launching to support a
converging infocomm and media landscape in Singapore.
with more on-demand viewing
choices. Toggle, Mediacorp’s OTT
platform, offers exclusive Toggle
Originals content targeted at a
younger audience, including 11
programmes funded by public
service broadcasting funds.
StarHub is also offering more
original local content on its OTT
service, StarHub Go, including
more than 100 hours of original
productions, which will be made
available on its cable TV channels
(E City and SuperSports Arena) and
StarHub Go later this year.
We have also partnered with
international media companies
to build our capabilities. Earlier
this year, we commissioned five
local production houses to pro
duce international content for the
National Geographic channel
through Fox Formats Lab, a part
nership with the Fox Networks
Group.
Last year, Discovery Networks
Asia-Pacific also conducted its First
Time Filmmakers initiative to com
mission 30-minute documentaries
each by five local filmmakers. These
partnerships expose our local tal
ent to international standards of
production.
We have also been building
new skills in our media sector. For
instance, we recently launched
Story Lab, an initiative under Singa
pore’s Infocomm Media 2025 plan,
to develop storytelling as a key
capability among media profes
sionals, students and the general
public.
Just last month, IMDA and
mm2 Entertainment, a Singapore
media production company, com
pleted the first phase of a threeyear partnership to develop local
Chinese-language scriptwriters for
Singapore’s film industry. We will
soon launch advanced scriptwriting
programmes for experienced local
writers for TV, film and games.
Can you also provide an update
on Singapore's transition to
digital TV, and how audiences
and broadcasters can benefit
from the transition?
Lim: Currently, all of our free-to-air
channels are broadcast in digital

❝Traditional TV broadcasters must innovate to
take full advantage of the opportunities that
technology provides, and address the challenges of
competition.❞
format, and more than 80% of
households in Singapore can re
ceive DTV. This includes more than
40,000 low-income households
who have benefited from our DTV
Assistance Package.
We will continue to roll out and
finetune the DTV network, so that
Singaporeans can look forward
to better quality pictures, supe
rior sound, electronic programme
guides and multiple-language
subtitles. Once analogue switch-off
is complete, the freed-up spectrum
will also add capacity for mobile
broadband and better support our
Smart Nation development.

What are some of the technology trends and developments
that IMDA will be closely monitoring? What will be some of
the initiatives that IMDA will be
introducing to help the industry
address these issues?
Lim: IMDA is monitoring the fol
lowing three developments: The
impact of technology on jobs and
skills; the importance of data as
a new global currency; and how
technology is disrupting existing
businesses.
Technology is fundamentally
changing economies and jobs. To
prepare our young for a digital

future, and ensure that tech pro
fessionals continually acquire new
skills, IMDA has launched the Tech
Skills Accelerator (TeSA) to enhance
our ability to train ICT professionals
and place them in good jobs.
TeSA will identify the skills gaps,
and work with training providers
to train professionals according to
industry-recognised skills stand
ards, and place them with anchor
employers in jobs that reward them
for their skills. In so doing, TeSA will
help to develop a stronger Singa
porean core in ICT.
Besides TeSA, IMDA will con
tinue to expose Singaporeans to
technology, through efforts like
the Playmaker programme for
pre-school children, Code@SG for
our primary and secondary school
students, and IDA Labs on Wheels
for all members of the public.
As technology becomes more
pervasive, the importance of data
as a new global currency will con
tinue to grow. We are building up
Singapore’s capabilities as a data
hub, be it through green data
centres, submarine cable landings
for global connectivity, and a Data
Marketplace to exchange data in a
secure environment.
We are also implementing the
Singapore Television Audience
Measurement System (SG-TAM),
which will give broadcasters, pro
ducers and advertisers access to
audience consumption data across
a full range of media platforms.
This will help content produc
ers, platform owners, advertisers
and media planners make better
decisions about developing con
tent and allocating resources. We
are in parallel building capabilities
in data analytics, including working
with several leading industry part
ners, such as Google, through the
Squared Data programme.
Finally, we want to harness
technology to help our compa
nies grow. Our iSPRINT support
schemes have helped more than
8,000 SMEs adopt technologies
to increase their productivity. We
are piloting the use of Green WiFi
technologies to improve visitor
experience on Sentosa Island, to
boost our tourism potential.
We are enhancing urban lo
gistics by using narrow-band LTE
networks to ensure timely and
accurate goods delivery. We are
working with our local and inter
national banks to use Block-Chain
technologies in the area of Trade
Finance.
These are just a few examples
of how we are helping our compa
nies ride the technology wave to
seize new opportunities and create
better jobs for our people.
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Shows pave the road
ahead in a digitally
transformed world
A combined 48,000 visitors thronged the halls of BroadcastAsia2016,
CommunicAsia2016 and EnterpriseIT2016 in Singapore.

Visitors to the Imagine Communications booth were keen to find how the
company is supporting IP distribution and workflows, as well as virtualised
integrated playout.

SINGAPORE – In a digitally trans
formed world, the next two dec
ades are likely to bring more
changes to humanity than the
past three centuries, said Gerd
Leonhard, futurist, advisor, author
and filmmaker.
Leonhard presented a joint
Visionary Address at Broadcast
Asia2016 and CommunicAsia2016,
where he pointed out how techno
logical advancements today are ex
ponential, and literally everything
and everyone are connected (read
more on pages 1 and 8).
How, then, can broadcasters
and content providers continue
to engage with their audiences?
About 48,000 attendees from 102
countries and regions attempted
to find the answer to this question,
and more at BroadcastAsia2016,
CommunicAsia2016 and Enter
priseIT2016, which saw numerous
products and solutions launched.

Lindy Wee, chief executive of
event organiser, Singapore Exhibi
tion Services, explained: “These
innovative solutions ranged from
data analytic tools and devices,
smart systems, robotics, virtual
reality and more. As our lives and
businesses become more digitised,
we as event organiser are more
determined that ever to deliver
high quality and relevant events,
bringing new launches and the
latest insights each year.”
Eye-catching launches include
the Panasonic Toughbook CF-20,
said to be the “world’s first” fullrugged detachable notebook;
Dell’s VR-ready precision worksta
tions for enhanced experiences;
MobiQuest’s air quality monitoring
platform, iSense Air; Imagine Com
munications’ 4K/Ultra HD (UHD)
production tools and operational

management platform; and Ideal
Systems’ new revenue-generating
systems for the broadcast industry,
amongst others.
BroadcastAsia2016 saw a high
level of demand for next-genera
tion, IP-based broadcast systems,
said Fintan Mc Kiernan, CEO, Ideal
Systems, South-east Asia. “We had
an overwhelming response to the
new systems we launched in Asia
for the first time at Broadcast
Asia2016. From revenue-generat
ing systems such as Paywizard and
Starfish through to the revolution
ary Electricfriends camera robotic
system that we used to great effect
with Vizrt in their augmented real
ity demos.”
A star-studded Post-Production
Hub also saw luminaries such as

8 12
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Video-over-IP discussion to continue at next year’s show
The show floors of Broadcast
Asia2016 pulsated with vibrancy
over the course of four days,
from May 31 to June 3, as visitors
checked out the latest products
and solutions on offer, as well as
engaged in a series of thoughtprovoking discussions on the
impact of emerging technologies.
Many issues remain to be addressed in the transition to IP, and
questions remain over Asia’s willingness to embrace IP. What is less
ambiguous is BroadcastAsia2016
visitors’ desire to find out more

about the technology, as Calvin
Koh, assistant project director,
BroadcastAsia, Singapore Exhibition Services, reflected: “Videoover-IP was much talked about this
year, and we expect the discussion
to continue at BroadcastAsia2017.
We also saw high dynamic range
(HDR) as a key discussion point this
year as broadcasters continue to
explore the possibility of introducing 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) services.”
BroadcastAsia2017 will be held
at the refurbished Suntec Singapore Convention and Exhibition

Centre, and for the first time in
the event’s history, will be held
over three days, instead of four.
This, however, will not diminish
BroadcastAsia’s standing as one of
the leading broadcast trade shows
in Asia, Koh assured.
He added: “BroadcastAsia2017
will continue to provide a meeting
place for all stakeholders in Asia,
and a platform to highlight the
latest technologies. We are designing BroadcastAsia2017 to be more
compact, efficient and productive
for all our exhibitors and visitors.”

BCA2016 International Conference:
‘Rich and versatile programmes’
❝BroadcastAsia
and its rich and
versatile conference
programmes is a
mandatory item on
my calendar every
year. It allows us to
catch up efficiently
on all the latest
news and trends
emerging all across
APAC and to link
with our partners
and potential
customers in a clearly
laid out and wellconsolidated floor
arrangement.❞
— Alexander Zink,
Senior Business
Development Manager,
Fraunhofer ITS

❝BroadcastAsia2016
provided an
international
platform to
grasp current
challenges facing
the broadcasting
industry. Sharing
of wisdom and
innovations like
the ‘all-in-one’ set
top box is very
valuable.❞
— Lumke Mtimae,
Director,
Sentech, South Africa

❝The case studies from the broadcasters
around the world were eye-opening.
Broadcasters are clearly living in a digital world
where immersive experiences that benefit
consumers are at the centre. Sport Singapore
and Korea Broadcasting System (KBS)
displayed this perfectly with the SEA Games
case study and TVut app.❞
— Natan Edelsburg,
EVP,
Shorty Awards and Muck Rack

❝Our team came to BroadcastAsia from
Myanmar and so far, the conference’s OTT
content has been eye-opening as to what will
be coming next! In many cases, they are faster
than people think.❞
— Chris Hajecki, Director, Sales,
DVB Multimedia Group

One highlight Koh urged visitors to BroadcastAsia2017 to look
out for is sportscasting and, specifically, the “connected stadium”
concept.
He said: “We want to showcase
the best practices in creating the
best sports content in live production, including the integration of
VR/AR elements. There will be a
sharing of success stories, and we
also want to explore how broadcasters can monetise their content
from disruptive technologies.”
In line with the “connected

BroadcastAsia2017 will be
re-located to Suntec SIngapore
11 8
award-winning sound designer
Dave Whitehead, whose resume
includes movies such as The Hobbit:
The Battle of the Five Armies, shared
their experiences and best practices in filmmaking, particularly in
the areas of lighting, digital media
workflows and sound design.
Whitehead reviewed: “ The
crowd at BroadcastAsia2016 was
most encouraging, with overwhelming interest and support of
my presentations and demonstrations at the Avid booth.
“I’m grateful for the opportunity
to travel to Singapore to share my
experiences and techniques with
fellow sound enthusiasts. I hope
the experiences I shared might help
fellow film-makers and producers
enhance the cinema experience for
their audiences.”
BroadcastAsia2017,Communic
Asia2017 and EnterpriseIT2017 will
be a three-day event held from
May 23-25. BroadcastAsia will
re-locate to the Suntec Singapore
Convention and Exhibition Centre,
while CommunicAsia and Enter-

— Janne T Morstol,
Chief Stratgey Officer,
Nevion

priseIT will remain at the Marina
Bay Sands Expo and Convention
Centre.

n NOVEMBER

August 24-27

November 7-10

BIRTV 2016

CIEC, Beijing, China
http://www.birtv.com/birtv/
ENGLISH/index.asp#

n SEPTEMBER
September 9-13

IBC 2016

RAI Amsterdam,
The Netherlands
http://www.ibc.org/

n OCTOBER
APSCC 2016

presentations covering the technical aspects of
IP in broadcast and case studies.❞

BroadcastAsia2016 saw a high level
of demand for next-generation,
IP-based broadcast systems, said
systems integrator Ideal Systems.

n AUGUST

October 4-6

❝I enjoyed the variety of high-quality

stadium” concept, expect to see
an increased lineup of 360-degree
camera acquisition technologies
and immersive audio next year,
Koh said.
Another key trend that will be
addressed at BroadcastAsia2017 is
cyber security, as content owners
place increasingly emphasis on securing their content on virtualised
networks.
BroadcastAsia2017 will take
place from May 23-25 at the Suntec
Singapore Convention and Exhibition Centre.

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
http://www.apscc.or.kr/
sub3.asp
October 20-22

BROADCAST INDIA
2016

Bombay Exhibition Centre
Goregaon, Mumbai, India
www.broadcastindiashow.
com

CASBAA CONVENTION
2016
Studio City, Macau
www.casbaa.com/
November 16-18

INTER BEE 2016

March 21-23

CABSAT 2017

Dubai World Trade Centre
http://www.cabsat.com/
March

CCBN 2017

China Int’l Exhibition Centre,
Beijing, China

Makuhari Messe, Tokyo,
Japan
www.inter-bee.com

n APRIL

n DECEMBER

Las Vegas, Nevada, USA
http://www.nabshow.com/

December 1-2

IABM ANNUAL
INT’L BUSINESS
CONFERENCE 2016
UK
www.theiabm.org

April 22-27

2017 NAB SHOW

n MAY
May

KOBA 2017

n n 2017 n n

COEX Exhibition Centre,
Seoul, South Korea
http://www.kobashow.com/
eng/

n MARCH

May 23-25

6 - 9 March

BROADCASTASIA /
COMMUNICASIA2017

ABU DBS 2017

Hotel Istana
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
http://www.abu.org.my

Suntec Singapore / Marina
Bay Sands Singapore
http://www.sesallworld.com/
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And the lucky winners are …
The crowds flocked to the APB booth at BroadcastAsia2016, where
a lucky winner walked away every day with a brand-new Apple
Watch, co-sponsored by Quantum.

Day 1: Wolfgang Peters, sales
director, AVT, was the first lucky
winner, as he accepted his Apple
Watch from Lynn Chee, APB’s chief
community officer.

Day 2: Having attended BroadcastAsia
for about 16 years, Steven Yen,
managing director of RF Technology
& Electronics, will certainly have fond
memories of BroadcastAsia2016, as
he received his Apple Watch from
Jessie Tan, APB’s senior sales and
marketing manager.

Day 3: All smiles, as Mujahid
Cheulkar, head of operations at
YoBoHo New Media, collected his
Apple Watch from Andrew Yeo,
publisher of APB.

White Paper @ www.apb-news.com
v

Implementing support for HDR using
software-defined video solutions

The video ecosystem is eager to
embrace high dynamic range
(HDR) video, which promises
greatly improved viewing
experiences with expanded colour
space and luminance. However,
HDR is in its infancy and there
is no guarantee that a single
approach to its realisation will be
agreed upon in the near term.
This white paper from
Elemental Technologies makes
the case that video providers are
best served by implementing
support for HDR in software rather than hardware, given
the uncertainty of the current landscape with regard to
standardisation.

Day 4: And our lucky lady is
Advanced Broadcast Solutions’
marketing director, Asia, Zin Mar
Aung, as she walked away on the last
day of BroadcastAsia2016 with her
Apple Watch, presented to her by
Shawn Liew, APB’s managing editor.
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One system,
multiple functions
Having manifold functions such as editing, colour grading and colour corrections
in one solution makes for a more streamlined end-to-end post-production
workflow, as Millette Manalo-Burgos finds out.

Canon enters 4K
projection market
Canon has introduced the XEED 4K500ST,
the company’s first 4K/Ultra HD (UHD)
installation projector. Edwin Teoh, head of
maketing, Singapore Operations, Canon
Singapore, said: “Coupled with its compact
and lightweight design, this projector brings
the 4K/UHD imaging experience beyond
the traditional theatres by enabling easy
installation for a wide variety of scenarios.”
The XEED 4K500ST is equipped with a highdefinition 4,096 x 2,400 LCOS panel, as well
as an increased contrast ratio offered by
Canon’s proprietary Aspectual Illumination
System (AISYS) optical system.

Shotoku expands
India presence
Ashish Srivastava has been named as
Shotoku Broadcast Systems’ new regional
sales manager in India. Recognising the
growing demand for reliable broadcast
camera support equipment and professional
staff in the region, Srivastava, with more
than 16 years’ experience in the broadcast
industry, will play a pivotal role in India
as a key part of Shotoku’s global growth
strategy. Ken Takahashi, global sales
director, Shotoku, said: “India is, and will
always remain, a major power in the media
industry. Ashish is pivotal in our expansion
efforts, bringing the superior quality that
comes with the Shotoku brand to more
people than ever before.”

Next Month @ Creation
Graphics Systems: Weather,
Virtual Studios and more

PANELLISTS

L

ast month, Panavision launched its
Millennium DXL Camera, said to be a
“breakthrough product” in image acquisition and workflow as it combined
best-in-class contributions from three
companies — large-format optics and
modular accessories from Panavision; a
brand-new 8K sensor from RED Digital
Cinema, and a new colour science and
optimised workflow from Light Iron.
According to Kim Snyder, president
and CEO of Panavision, DXL is offered
in response to heightened demand for
large-format cinematography. “Our
fleet of large-format and anamorphic
lenses has been extremely popular in
this resurgence of large-format capture,
and with the Millennium DXL, cinematographers can now capture more than
20-megapixels of true 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD) anamorphic pictures.”
At the core of DXL is a proprietary
image-mapping process called Light
Iron Colour, which provides a “unique,
cinematic look directly out of the camera”. Light Iron Colour integrates with
DXL’s ultra-high-resolution sensor, a
new 8K imager manufactured by RED
Digital Cinema, and with Panavision’s
large-format lenses.
This new camera is a crucial development for Snell Advanced Media’s
(SAM) award-winning Quantel Rio,
as this colour, editing and finishing
solution, says SAM, is the “first-andonly system” to support the Light Iron
Colour functionality in the new DXL.
The Quantel Rio system’s Light Iron
Colour menu provides controls that enable colourists to access and manipulate

In recent years, the
post-production
industry has seen
enormous developments
in file formats and
associated technologies.
Consequently, there is
added pressure for the
post industry to re-think
its business models,
infrastructure and services
to stay ahead of the game.
the proprietary image mapping within
the files from the DXL camera to produce their optimum cinematic look.
The Quantel Rio natively handles all file
types from the DXL camera: 4K/UHD
proxy files — ProRes or DNx — and the
large-format 8K RAW files.
According to Danny Peters, SAM’s
director of Creative Services: “SAM and
post-production facility Light Iron have
had a successful long-term relationship
centred on the Quantel Rio. As part of
the Quantel Rio’s recent V4 software release, SAM was thrilled to have worked
closely with Light Iron and Panavision
to optimise compatibility with Light
Iron Color.”
“The Quantel Rio, having been designed with a 14K wide canvas, is perfect
for use with the DXL camera because it
easily and natively accepts 8K large-format files. This makes Quantel Rio the

Joseph Jerome T
Francia

Vice-President
& Head of International
Operations
GMA International

Amitabh Kumar

Director, Corporate
Zee Network

The Quantel Rio system’s “Light Iron Color” menu provides controls enabling colourists to
access and manipulate the proprietary image mapping within the files from the DXL camera to
produce their optimum cinematic look.

system of choice for colouring and
finishing by those doing large-format
post production,” he explains.
The synergy between SAM’s Quantel
Rio and Panavision is an example of how
production tools are working together to
provide almost complete post solutions
for broadcasters. According to SAM, in
recent years, the post-production industry has seen enormous developments in
file formats and associated technologies.
Consequently, there is added pressure
for the post industry to re-think its business models, infrastructure and services
to stay ahead of the game.
Many post-production companies
are looking to further improve their
workflow, to turn programmes and
movies around quickly and yet consistently seek the highest level of editing
and finishing quality. Having an endto-end solution based on an affordable,
open and scalable architecture that
delivers an efficient workflow designed
to be flexible, productive and reliable, is
the key to a successful post house.
The Quantel Rio, for example, can
also handle time-consuming conforms,
moving between rough assembly, conform, online, final colour and deliverables easily and effectively, enabling more
time for creativity. There is no need to
move huge files between multiple suites
as Quantel Rio does it all on one platform, thus eliminating time-consuming
file transfer times.
So whether operators are working
in 4K/UHD, 6K or 8K, SAM assures
that Quantel Rio will be able to handle high-resolution formats in real time,
without compromising the edit or the
colour grade.
Another company that combines
editing and colour correction in one
solution is Blackmagic Design, which
recently shipped the final version of its
DaVinci Resolve 12.5, a professional
editing and colour correction software.
Blackmagic says the DaVinci
Resolve 12.5 is a “massive update” with
more than 1,000 enhancements and
250 new features, which include major
additions to the editing toolset, new and
enhanced colour features — including
improved high dynamic range (HDR)
support and powerful new effects.
Designed to make it easier for pro-
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Minimising inconsistent
loudness for broadcast
by manik gupta

For colourists, DaVinci Resolve 12.5 introduces major enhancements to the node editor — now it is possible to quickly navigate
between nodes, swap nodes, select multiple nodes with a lasso, copy node contents, extract nodes, use embedded alpha
channels in mattes and more.

fessional editors and colourists to
work faster and have more creative
options, Blackmagic Design reveals that its engineers have been
gathering feedback from customers, and in this version, has added
the features customers asked for.
DaVinci Resolve 12.5 adds
dozens of new editing and trimming features such as new swap
and shuffle edits, seven entirely
new trim operations including
head and tail trimming, ripple cut
and paste insert commands, an
expanded edit overlay with ripple
overwrites, and append edits. In
addition, timeline performance
has been “greatly improved” and
editors can use native or optimised
media files to speed up editing.
For colour ist s, D a Vinc i
Resolve 12.5 introduces major
enhancements to the node editor

— now it is possible to quickly
navigate between nodes, swap
nodes, select multiple nodes with
a lasso, copy node contents, extract
nodes, use embedded alpha channels in mattes and more.
When dragging a saved grade
from the gallery, customers now
have the option to drag the grade
in as a single compound node,
or as a fully expanded node tree.
These changes allow professional
colourists to work even faster,
while making it more intuitive
for video editors who are learning
how to use Da Vinci Resolve’s wide
set of colour correction tools.
In addition, there is a new
single-point tracker, new temperature and tint sliders added
to the primary grading controls,
additional XRite Colourchecker
charts supported in the colour

match palette, and customers can
now select and modify multiple
control points while working with
power curve windows.
“The public beta of DaVinci
Resolve 12.5 has been our most
successful. We’ve had more downloads than any other version,” says
Grant Petty, CEO, Blackmagic
Design. “We’ve been listening to
the feedback and have worked really hard to add features that make
a difference to the pros who use it
every day, that make it easier for
new users to learn, and that make
it truly unique.”
He declares: “Massive numbers
of editors are switching to DaVinci
Resolve because it combines professional editing and grading in an
innovative way that lets customers
do things they simply can’t do in
any other editor!”

From an audio loudness standpoint, today’s broadcast, cable
and satellite operators are in a
challenging position. Over the
years, loudness levels between
commercials and regular programming have become inconsistent.
When advertisers choose
to intentionally increase the
volume of their spot in order
to grab viewers’ attention, the
after-effects can be harmful. Not
only does it discourage continued
viewing, it also draws consumer
complaints.
In order to provide viewers
with a smooth listening experience, operators need a flexible
and reliable loudness monitoring
method.
One of the features operators should look for in an audio
loudness monitoring system is the
ability to detect issues in both live
and file-based workflows. While
the tools and methodology for
each approach may be slightly
different, a single vendor approach for both is ideal.
Loudness control tools typically utilise metadata-based or
audio normalisation algorithms.
With metadata-based control, operators can set loudness-specific
metadata, such as dialnorm and
dynamic range factors, based on
their internal requirements.
This approach is primarily
used for Dolby audio formats.
Audio normalisation algorithms
alter the original PCM samples so
that operators can realise a target
loudness profile.
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www.shotoku.tv - info@shotoku.tv

When selecting a loudness
tool based on normalisation
algorithms, it is vital that operators run a test of the correction
process to confirm the absence
of audio distortion. The correction
should go beyond simple gain or
attenuation methods, taking into
account factors such as true peak
and dynamic range.
True peak measurement is a
measure of maximum absolute
sample value of an audio signal
in a continuous time domain.
Dynamic range, on the other
hand, is defined as the ratio of
the largest to the smallest intensity of sound that can be reliably
transmitted or reproduced by a
particular sound system, measured in decibels.
Leaving out dynamic range
could result in an audio level so
low that it is inaudible to viewers.
Additionally, operators need
to ensure that the structural
integrity of media files is maintained throughout corrections.
Selecting an audio monitoring
tool that re-encodes the audio
and rewraps it into the main
media file, after audio samples
have been normalised, is key to
assuring that additional encoding
errors are not introduced.
By choosing an audio loudness monitoring system that offers comprehensive checks, automatic corrections, and reports for
identifying trends and eliminating
loudness issues in the future, ope
rators can provide a superior TV
experience to viewers.
Manik Gupta is product architect
at Interra Systems

Now Shipping

TSL Products
adopts hybrid
approach to IP
While broadcast facilities in Asia may not
necessarily be ready to be fully IP-equipped
yet, broadcasters in the region are looking
for future-proof products that are IP-capable, said Chris Exelby, managing director of
TSL Products.
The company is now offering the PAM-IP
video-over-IP audio monitor, which supports
standards such as Dante, AES67 and S2022-6,
as well as 4K/Ultra HD (UHD). It can monitor
video, audio and the associated metadata
from either a traditional 3G-SDI connection
or an IP stream, and is designed to work in a
hybrid environment where an SDI, AES and
analogue-based infrastructures can be monitored alongside an IP-based infrastructure.
“SDI is not going away, and it shouldn’t,
because it continues to work well,” Exelby
noted. “This is why we advocate a hybrid
approach of SDI and IP, and the PAM-IP
range offers broadcasters more options to
work within parameters that best suit their
current needs.”
TSL Product’s new MPA family is also
supporting broadcasters looking to implement audio-over-IP (AoIP) workflows with
support for Dante and Ravenna. The two
new products within the MPA family include
Solo, which offers the ability to listen to any
channel, and Mix, which enables the user to
create a simple monitoring mix.

Osee confident of its quality,
‘value-for-money’ LCD monitors
In 2007, when Osee Technology was a relatively new entrant to the international LCD
monitor market, it made an unexpectedly
bold move. The company launched its first
LCD monitor with a two-year warranty when
the industry standard warranty was for only
a year.
It was unprecedented but it demonstrated Osee’s confidence in the quality of
its product and signalled its intention to be
a serious player in the market. Of course, the
confident move paid off.
In just half a year, Osee had captured the
market for LCD rack monitors.
The company then went on to launch
stand-alone LCD monitors of equally good
quality.
Today, Osee has a full range of “outstanding” LCD monitors, from entry-level and midrange to high-end monitors, including reference and evaluation monitors that are used
for colour calibration and colour grading.
“Our strong and consistent commitment
to quality is the first reason for our success,”
said Dawn Zhang, Osee’s chief of Overseas
Sales.
“A second area where we excel is our
price-performance ratio. In a highly competitive market, we are proud of our ability
to provide clients with top quality and top

SWIT’s batteries, chargers
continue to power on
As SWIT Electronics marks its 20th anniversary this year, it is also proudly celebrating
its success as a market leader in heavy-duty
batteries and fast chargers.
Victor Sun, sales manager of the Nanjing,
China-based company, revealed that SWIT
has been growing its market share by 20%

SWIT Electronics’ Victor Sun posing with SWIT
batteries and chargers.
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year on year, and it is the No.1 brand name
for batteries and chargers in the China market. Among third-party providers of batteries
and chargers, SWIT is among the top three
names worldwide.
“We do not see ourselves competing with
other third-party providers; our competitors
are the original brand manufacturers such
as Sony or Panasonic, and even so, we are
gaining market share from them.
“The reason for our success boils down to
a strong commitment to quality — not only
quality of our products, but also the quality of
pre-sales and after-sales service,” Sun added.
High product quality is the outcome of
consistent R&D efforts. With a total workforce of 250, SWIT has 50 staff engaged in
R&D. The company also invests 10% of its
revenues in R&D annually.
SWIT was at BroadcastAsia2016 last
month, participating for the third time.
“The show is valuable for us to reinforce our
presence in the Asia market, and also a good
opportunity to meet with our distributors
in South-east Asia, and Australia and New
Zealand,” Sun said.
At the show, SWIT displayed its key products, including the latest range of heavy-duty
batteries and chargers, a four-battery power
station box, heavy-duty lights, and wireless
video transmission systems designed for cine
cameras. The video transmission systems
cover a range of 150m-700m.
Among SWIT’s new monitors that made
their debut at the show were studio monitors featuring 17-inch, 21-inch and 24-inch
displays, and a 5.5-inch full-HD waveform
LCD monitor for on-camera use.

performance products at competitive prices.
Customers trust us to give them value-formoney.”
Zhang revealed that Osee, in pursuit
of high-quality standards, has participated
in many side-by-side product shoot-outs
where its products are robustly tested against
competitive offerings. “We have our own
algorithm to ensure high signal processing
quality and we are fully confident of the
quality of our LCD monitors so we are not
shy of comparison,” she said.
Osee Technology has been a leading
manufacturer of professional broadcast
equipment in China since its founding in
2001. A subsidiary company, Osee Americas,
was founded in 2014 to extend the marketing and sales of its products and to build its
branding as a global company.
At present, Osee’s portfolio includes
evaluation-grade LCD and OLED monitors,
6800 Series modular products, multiview
controllers, digital routers, logo generator, audio loudness processor and multiple
spliced screen controllers with narrow bezel
display panels.
Osee is currently manufacturing 4K/ Ultra
HD (UHD) monitors and will actively pursue
high dynamic range (HDR) for future models
of its LCD monitors.

Osee Technology’s Dawn Zhang was at the recent
BroadcastAsia2016, showing off the company’s
high-quality monitor that is used as a reference
model for colour calibration.
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Securing content
in an IP world
SI Media NEWSROOM
system enhanced
SI Media, a provider of traffic, playout
automation, MAM and newsroom solutions
for TV broadcasters, is now offering an
up-to-date and enhanced version of its
NEWSROOM system. The enhancements
include the integration of SI Media’s
NRCS applications with its MAM workflow
manager. An option to integrate with
third-party applications is also offered. A
new version of the SI Media Proxy Editor is
designed to provide a “clear and intuitive”
interface, and is equipped with all the
features required by modern newsrooms,
said the company. Founded in 1978, the
Italian company is continuing to expand its
operations across Asia, having established
an office in Singapore three years ago.

Dalet releases Brio 3.4
Dalet Digital Media Systems has released
Dalet Brio 3.4, the latest version of its
“intelligent, high-density” I/O platform.
Developed to run on IT-standard hardware,
the update adds new formats that support
the move to IP, dynamic ingest management capabilities, and new Media Navigator
and MultiCamera Manager features that
enhance overall studio production.
Dalet Brio integrates with Dalet solutions to
provide a flexible and scalable end-to-end
solution for broadcasters worldwide,
including Singapore’s Mediacorp.
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While over-the-top, multiscreen delivery is now a
requisite for both broadcasters
and pay-TV operators, what
can be done to ensure
that content is adequately
secured and monetised over
unmanaged IP networks?
Shawn Liew delves for some
answers …

A

midst the ongoing discussion, and debate on the transition to IP, it is perhaps
worth noting that the distribution of
content over IP networks is a common
practice for many broadcasters and TV
service providers today.
Driven by an influx of online video
service providers into the marketplace
— Netflix being a prominent example
— online, on-demand viewing is firmly
in the race to achieve parity with traditional linear viewing. This, in turn,
is forcing the hands of traditional TV
operators to integrate over-the-top
(OTT), multi-screen delivery into previously established linear TV offerings.
As viewing habits continue to
evolve, the phrase ‘content is king’ has

A well-designed DRM literally and
figuratively holds the key to unlocking a
best-in-class online content service, says
Frost and Sullivan in a recently published
white paper.

been often cited as being the key to retain eyeballs. Analogously, the breadth
and depth of operators’ content library
will likely determine the kingdom’s
wealth — in the world of Internet of
Things (IoT), are fortresses adequately
buttressed against privacy?
Creating a managed content experience on unmanaged devices with
OTT streaming is critical to the success of an online service, says Frost
and Sullivan. In the recently published
Total Cost of Ownership: The Key Metric for DRM Strategy white paper, the
market research and analysis consulting firm writes: “Digital rights management (DRM) systems are designed
to protect content and revenue streams

❝As a company whose competitive
approach has been defined by
secure software components and
IP connectivity, Verimatrix remains
well-placed to offer operators the
best solutions to address some of
the transitional changes they are
facing today.❞
Steve Christian, SVP, Marketing, Verimatrix

Patrick So

Regional Manager
Asia Pacific
Magna Systems &
Engineering

Graham Stephens

CTO
Media City Development
Malaysia

The Verimatrix Operator Analytics solution offers the option to integrate with Verimatrix’s
cloud-based, globally-connected Verspective Intelligence Centre, thus extending the overall
value proposition for Verimatrix security and analytics solutions.

from piracy. DRM systems are most
effective when they simultaneously
deliver robust security and a transparent user experience.
“The profitability and growth of
content businesses are thus heavily dependent on getting their monetisation
components right. A well-designed
DRM literally and figuratively holds
the key to unlocking a best-in-class
online content service.”
Frost and Sullivan points to a
standing, and perhaps misguided notion of adopting an in-house approach
in DRM development. This is hardly
an effective long-term strategy, says
the research company, because ongoing maintenance and enhancement of
DRM implementations is a “formidable challenge” that requires special
experience to handle it effectively and
in a cost-efficient manner.
“As video service operators (VSOs)
seek to emulate the success and growth
of Netflix, for example, they often
underestimate the complexity of building and consistently maintaining
secure players across a diverse mix
of hardware and software platforms,”
Frost and Sullivan adds. “The perceived high cost of a commercial DRM
system and low complexity of building
DRM in-house are compelling well
over half of VSOs and online video
platforms (OVPs) today to attempt to
build their own security platforms.”
This in-house approach, says Frost
and Sullivan, is often driven by the
consideration of secure playback as
a checkbox required to gain content
rights or meet licensing regulations,
rather than as a business-critical
component that provides differentiation and profitability. The lack of
understanding of the true levels of cost
and complexity associated with a doit-yourself approach to DRM, also fails
to provide a full grasp of the difficulty
in maintaining security on an ongoing
basis against cyber attacks.
Partnering with a multi-DRM
solution provider, on the other hand,
makes sense simply from a core competency and business agility viewpoint.
Frost and Sullivan explains: “A specialised multi-DRM vendor has core
competency in cross-platform, crossDRM development. As multi-DRM
specialists can armotise development
and upgrade costs across a number of
customers, savings can be passed on
to customers.
“Accordingly, with a high-quality
commercial solution, VSOs can expect
stronger protection, more scalable
infrastructure, and significantly more
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IntuiTV, an
integrated solution
that made an
Asian debut at
CommunicAsia2016,
is designed to
allow operators
to monetise their
content, on top of
securing it.

agile services than what
could be built and maintained
in-house for a comparable
investment.”
In t he long ter m,
m u l t i -D R M v e n d o r s
are proactively aware of
changing standards for encryption standards, decryption protocols, streaming technologies, and
more. This, says Frost and Sullivan,
lifts the burden off of individual
service providers and abstracts
underlying complexity in a unified, easily integrated interface.
One multi-DRM vendor the
report cites is Verimatrix, whose
Video Content Authority System
(VCAS) family of solutions enables operators to cost-effectively
extend their networks and enable
new business models.
By leveraging Verimatrix’s
MultiRights OTT solution, ope
rators can deploy multi-network
devices in the knowledge that they
have a platform that will absorb
changes in security schemes as
they occur and evolve. MultiRights brings CE devices and
HTML5 browsers with embedded
non-Verimatrix clients under the
VCAS unified revenue security
umbrella, together with other subscriber devices already incorporating Verimatrix client security.
The goal, Frost and Sullivan
notes, is not so much for “DRM
unification”, as it is for rights
unification to enable transparent
content consumption for endusers. The MultiRights framework
allows for the inclusion of any
third-party DRM schemes and
any client devices under the VCAS
umbrella for “complete, consistent
and end-to-end management of
revenue security”.
Earlier this year, Verimatrix also
launched the Verspective Operator
Analytics solution, an extensible
suite of subscriber intelligence
tools that are designed from the

❝In a new IPTV world, content
protection and security in
general are ever more important
to protect the business models
of service providers and ensure
they get the best content
available for delivery across all
screens.❞
Stéphane Le Dreau,
General Manager, South-east Asia, Nagra

ground up to emphasise
data security and integrity as a
foundation for actionable intelligence. “With this new solution,
Verimatrix is illustrating the importance of considering security at
various levels in the value proposition for an analytics solution,”
Steve Christian, SVP, Marketing,
Verimatrix, tells APB.
The Operator Analytics solution also offers the option to
integrate with Verimatrix’s cloudbased, globally connected Verspective Intelligence Centre, thus
extending the overall value proposition for Verimatrix security and
analytics solutions.
Christian adds: “Not only is
security stance a hedge against
an attack on the data collection
process — or the integrity of the
data itself — it’s also fundamental
as a component of defence against
external threats to the large data
sets that inevitably get created.”
Central to the Operator Analytics suite is a secure approach to
data aggregation from a variety of
instrumentation points. It enables
crucial data collection from settop boxes and CE devices, which
can then be enriched through
additional headend sub-systems
data sources, including videoon-demand platforms, operator
content delivery networks (CDNs)
and metadata systems. Working
together, these data sets enable
correlation of multiple operational
viewpoints, creating an analytics
platform for multi-network and
multi-screen service providers.
Christian reveals that Verimatrix is already working with an

initial “small set” of Asian operators who are using the Operator
Analytics solution to harvest consumer behavioural information
and exploit analytics as a tool to
improve competitive profiles.
The time has come for IPTV
2.0 — or what Nagra calls the adoption of a new converged technology
platform by cable, telecom, satellite
and OTT service providers to optimise and secure the management
and delivery of TV content across
all networks and devices.
Stéphane Le Dreau, general
manager, South-east Asia, Nagra,
elaborates: “In a new IPTV world,
content protection and security in
general are ever more important
to protect the business models of
service providers and ensure they
get the best content available for
delivery across all screens.”
As part of the company’s IPTV
2.0 vision, Nagra has developed
an adaptive security model that is
designed to meet service providers’
specific security needs.
The anyCAST Connect product offering, for instance, delivers
a complete security services platform and a set of security clients
that utilises the best security
components available on Nagracertified set-top boxes and other

The time has come
for IPTV 2.0 — or
what Nagra calls the
adoption of a new
converged technology
platform by cable,
telecom, satellite and
OTT service providers.

consumer devices, including thirdparty DRM platforms. It is further
integrated with Nagra’s MediaLive
user experience and business services solution to offer a complete,
modular and cloud-based platform
for managing secured service delivery to all screens.
IntuiTV, an integrated solution
that made an Asian debut at CommunicAsia2016, encompasses
Nagra technologies to offer a nextgeneration user experience for TV
viewers. It also embeds anyCAST
and leverages MediaLive to define,
manage and monetise services.
Le Dreau explains: “MediaLive
supports multiple monetisation
models, from subscription to
transaction to advertising-based
models, including options for
pay-per-event or weekend passes.
It also offers capabilities to specifically monetise add-on advanced
services like ‘digital lockers’ (used
to store content on cloud DVR
systems) or downloaded content
for offline consumption.”
Having locked in the security
mechanisms, how can operators
then look to more effectively
monetise content across multiple
delivery platforms? Le Dreau answers: “Monetisation, in the context of the pay-TV market, is now
all about ensuring that subscribers
get a superior TV experience and
access to all the content they want,
across the screen they prefer, with
a consistent user interface and set
of services that create a strong relationship with the service provider.
“TV is a great vehicle for monetising fixed and mobile broadband services, assuming all the
technology components are in
place to ensure anytime, anywhere
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and any screen access to content,
securely delivered across any
networks.”
Nagra also offers cyber-security services that aim to help service
providers protect their business
and secure content throughout
the content delivery chain in an
IP-centric environment, a task Le
Dreau acknowledges as increasingly challenging, even with an
array of DRM, conditional access
systems (CAS) and watermarking technologies available in the
market today.
“To fully take advantage of
the business opportunity and stay
ahead of OTT competitors in an IP
world, broadcasters need to ensure
that their service provider partners
make the proper investments to
implement a secure content delivery platform,” he advises.
“Such a platform needs to address all the new user cases emerging with IP and OTT distribution,
from linear sports streaming to
cloud DVR, to download-to-go or
download-to-own scenarios. This
is key to ensure that broadcasters
have the best reach and exposure
to even more viewers.”
The changes sweeping the
video delivery marketplace are being driven by software and the IP
transition, and is already upending
the approach long advocated by
many of the legacy security vendors as their core technologies and
security approaches are eclipsed,
says Verimatrix’s Christian.
As a company whose competitive approach has been defined by
secure software components and
IP connectivity, Christian points
out that Verimatrix remains well
placed to offer operators the best
solutions to address some of the
transitional changes they are facing today, and those that are just
around the corner.
He concludes: “Security and
integrity remain critical factors
in the generation of revenue from
video services, and we believe that
the profile of the next-generation
operator will continue to regard
security as a core issue — both in
the delivery of video and in the
management and analytics of data
about the delivery and consumption of those services.”
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Ross Video ready to support all
technology transitions in Asia
Founded in 1974, at a time when
analogue TV still ruled the roost, Ross
Video has continued to support the
transition to digital TV. And as the
broadcast industry stands on the
cusp of the next wave of technology
transformations, Ross Video fully intends
to be part of the next evolution phase of
broadcast technologies.
“We are ready to support any
technology transitions,” said Andrew Tan,
director of sales, Asia-Pacific, Ross Video.
Speaking with APB, he elaborated: “4K/
UHD and IP are going to be adopted
sooner rather than later, although, today,
these technologies are in a state of flux
because the industry is still uncertain
about which standards to use.”
Ross Video, therefore, has chosen to
adopt a pragmatic approach to certain
emerging technologies. Tan explained:
“Are we actively pushing for 4K/UHD,
8K or higher resolution? No, not really.
Ross Video is not going to be one of
the companies that leads the charge
that broadcasters should go to 4K/UHD,
8K or higher, or say which IP standard
customers should stick with.
“We are adopting an open approach
and we support our customers. For
example, if they want to go 4K/UHD
today, we are ready and have solutions to
support them. The same goes for IP.”
Having assumed his new position in
April this year, Tan is also keen to build
on Ross Video’s position of strength in
Asia-Pacific. The company has reported
year-to-year global growth for the past
24 years, with Asia being a key region of
growth.
One key initiative that Tan will be
overseeing is the planning of a new office
in Singapore, which will allow for product
demonstrations, for business partners
to conduct training, and to allow Ross
Video to provide the necessary support
for customers in South-east Asia.
“We started operations in Asia-Pacific
in 2007/08, and there has not been a
year where we have gone backwards in
terms of growth. The Singapore office
represents a wider strategy to better
support our business partners and our
customers in Asia-Pacific, and we will also
look to expand our presence in countries
such as Australia and China,” he added.
One product range that has proved
especially popular in the region has
been Ross Video’s Carbonite mid-sized
switcher range, Tan reported. At last
month’s BroadcastAsia2016, Ross Video
introduced the latest members of the
Carbonite family — the Carbonite Black
Solo and the Carbonite Black Plus.

One product range that has been particularly popular for Ross Video in Asia-Pacific has been
the Carbonite mid-sized switcher range, which Andrew Tan, director of sales, Asia-Pacific, Ross
Video, and his team highlighted at BroadcastAsia2016.

Ross Video’s new ACID camera offers 4:4:4 chroma key, the only camera in the market today
offering this feature, according to the company.

The Carbonite Black Solo is the
smallest member of the Carbonite
family, and is equipped with six SD/
HD-SDI connections and three HDMI
inputs. Six floating frame synchronisers
with format converters can be assigned
to any input, and Carbonite Black Solo
also comes with five SDI and one HDMI
ouputs. It also features a single M/E with
four full-featured keyers, a transition
keyer for DVE and media wipes, as well
as an UltraChrome chroma key.
Described as a more powerful
version of the original Carbonite Black
by Ross Video, the Carbonite Black
Plus’ inputs are all equipped with frame
synchronisers, format converters, colour
correction and processing amplifers.
Other products that have been well
received in Asia-Pacific include the Furio
family of robotic camera systems, which
enjoys a “very high rate of penetration
in China”, and the XPression line of
real-time motion graphics systems,
clip servers, workflow tools, and
purpose-built software applications are
particularly popular in Hong Kong and

Our role as a technology leader in the industry is to help broadcasters
make the smartest decisions that are best for them along the way. There
are many ways to get from Points A to B, and Ross Video is here to get
them there in a smarter, easier and more cost-efficient way.

Taiwan, Tan informed.
One prevailing trend that he
observes across Asia-Pacific, or at least
where many countries in the region are
still placing priority over, is a successful
transition from SD to HD. This, Tan
believes, puts high dynamic range
(HDR) firmly in the spotlight. “HDR can
happen now without huge investments
or big changes in existing broadcast
infrastructures. HDR makes HD look
better without the need to go to higher
resolutions.
“In the interim, it allows end-users
to get a better image quality without
having to invest in 4K/UHD and IP, and
can also ease the gradual transition to
these technologies. We already have
products that are HDR-ready, including
the ACID camera.”
Introduced at the 2016 NAB Show,
and displayed for the first time in Asia
at BroadcastAsia2016, the ACID camera
represents Ross Video’s first foray into
the camera business. While eyebrows
may have raised with its introduction,
Tan was quick to point out: “We are
not coming in to compete with the
Sonys, the Panasonics, the Ikegamis
and etc, and we are not targeting the
entire spectrum of camera users. I don’t
think the big boys are viewing us as
competition as well!”
Instead, the ACID camera is

targeting a very niche market, and in
particular, to fill the gaps in chroma
keying. “In today’s camera market, when
you talk about chroma key, when you
want very good and clean chroma key,
it’s not available,” Tan explained. “Even if
you look at the 4K/UHD and 8K cameras
in the market today, chroma key is only
available at half-resolution.”
The key selling point of the ACID
camera, thus, is its offering of 4:4:4
chroma key. A new signal format
developed by Ross Video outputs
standard SMPTE 4:2:2 video signals
and also outputs a special 0:4:4 full
bandwidth colour signal.
Combined with the primary output
within the Carbonite UltrachromeHR
system, the ACID camera generates
a full-resolution 4:4:4 signal for the
development of high-resolution key
edges, the “first-of-its-kind” in the
industry.
At BroadcastAsia2016, Ross Video
highlighted the ACID camera with both
the Furio RC and SolidTrack systems, in
line with the company’s Smart Production
theme for 2016. “Customers are rarely
looking at just a single product. They
are looking for solutions and we are
able to integrate a number of products,
whether they are from our extensive
product line, or with third-party vendors,
to create a smart solution for them.
For example, at BroadcastAsia2016, we
combined some of our products not only
to demonstrate the capabilities of the
ACID camera, but also to show that we
have a robotics system that is suitable
for live production. And with SolidTrack,
our latest tracking solution, customers
are able to do augmented reality (AR)
virtually anywhere, even on a handheld
camera,” Tan added.
He also stressed the importance of
Ross Video continuing to evolve as a
technology partner for broadcasters.
“The broadcast landscape is changing
but I believe the role of a broadcaster
remains the same, that is, distributing
content and information to wide
audiences — whether on a free-to-air
(FTA) or paid basis.
“It could be a traditional broadcaster
doing FTA transmission, it could be a
cable operator, it could be Netflix, Hulu,
Amazon, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube
— you name it. Can all of them be
considered broadcasters? Yes, they can;
they are just broadcasting on different
platforms. The definition of broadcast
doesn’t change; it is the platforms that
are changing.
“Our role as a technology leader
in the industry is to help broadcasters
make the smartest decisions that are
best for them along the way. There are
many ways to get from Points A to B, and
Ross Video is here to get them there in
a smarter, easier and more cost-efficient
way,” he concluded. ❑
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IHSE to help boost
workflow operations
with new KVM solutions
Leading IHSE’s line-up of KVM
solutions is the Draco ultra DP, the
“first” 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) KVM
extender with a 60Hz refresh rate
in full-colour depth. The device is
equipped with a new generation
of digital KVM signal extension
using the Lightweight Image (LICI)
codec, developed in collaboration
with the Fraunhofer Institute for
Integrated Circuits.
According to IHSE, the LICI
codec lays the foundation for a
future series of KVM extenders
that will enable the transmission
of high-resolution video streams
within the available infrastructure

and bandwidth capacity at very low
latency, without sacrificing either
image quality or dynamic range.
The Draco ultra DP extender
allows the operation of CPUs from
a remotely located workstation
including DisplayPort monitor,
keyboard and pointing device over
a pair of fibre cables. Transfer of
fully digital video is supported in
4K/UHD resolutions of up to 4096
x 2160 and 3840 x 2160 at a 60Hz
refresh rate and full-colour depth
(24 bit, 4:4:4).
The KVM extender also supports audio transmission via the
DisplayPort interface, eliminating

the need for additional audio
modules, enabling playback of the
audio signal on monitors with integrated loudspeakers. Integration
of optional Draco vario upgrade
modules for digital audio input
and output as well as data signals
such as USB 2.0 and RS232 is also
possible.
Earlier this year, IHSE released
its new Draco tera compact KVM
matrix switch line-up. In addition
to the ability to provide instant
switching of HD and 4K/UHD
signals, these devices also include
parallel I/O ports for the simultaneous routing of USB.3.0 and

VSN shows off latest developments
Spanish company VSN, provider
of media management systems,
developed in the past few months

latest advances and innovations
for its media management solution, VSNExplorer. This includes

VSN’s Mariano Monteverde (right) and Michael Earl Javier, VSN’s senior engineer
for the Middle East, were on hand at the company’s BroadcastAsia2016 booth to
answer visitors' queries on the VSN developments.

the Explorer ’s integration with
Microsoft Azure or Avid Media
Composer’s EDLs.
With the integration with
Microsoft Azure and its Media
Services, the VSNExplorer can now
enable a collaborative workflow in
the cloud — boosting productivity
and enhancing workflows among
users in different locations.
Other important functionalities, such as the integration with
Avid Media Composer EDLs and
the new fingerprinting service,
were also show in depth to visitors
at the recent BroadcastAsia2016.
“We always strive to show to
the Asian market all the innovations and findings that we have
been working on at conferences
and roadshows, and BroadcastAsia
is always a perfect chance to culminate those efforts in the most
prestigious event in the region,”
declared Mariano Monteverde,
VSN’s APAC sales director.
Other product highlights lined
up for the trade show included
VSNOneTV all-in-one channelin-a-box and VSNLiveCom studio
playout system.
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IHSE’s Draco ultra DP is a 4K/Ultra
HD (UHD) KVM extender with a 60Hz
refresh rate in full colour depth.

3G-SDI signals.
The Draco tera compact KVM
matrix switch series is equipped
with up to 80 user-configurable I/O
ports, and can be used to switch
digital signals from computers,
giving users full access to remote
computers from their own work
stations. The UNI range is also capable of simultaneously switching
up to 32 SuperSpeed USB 3.0 and
3G-SDI signal streams alongside
the computer signals.
IHSE’s Draco U-Switch, on
the other hand, enables parallel

switching of USB 2.0 data and
USB-HID signals to multi-monitor
workstations via keyboard, mouse
movement or push buttons.
The Draco U-Switch is designed
to enable several computers with
multiple displays to be operated
with a single keyboard and mouse,
a requirement often found in
workstations in surveillance, command and control rooms, as well
as banking environments, where
multiple displays connected to different CPUs need to be managed
simultaneously.

What’sON at
MediaGenix
Johan Vanmarcke, managing director for MediaGenix Asia, is passionate about the company’s key product, the “heart” of a media centre,
which can help broadcasters keep
track of various media assets that
need to be monetised.
As viewers can now watch
video anywhere at any time, the
linear/non-linear divide is rapidly
blurring. Broadcasters, on-demand
service providers, platform and
telecom operators are preparing
for even fiercer competition for
eyeballs. Who will prevail will depend on the quality of the content
and the viewer experience, according to MediaGenix.
But even then, lower costs
and more revenue will have to
be everybody’s mantra. Reducing
costs through peak efficiency and
finding new revenue streams on
the back of popular technological
innovations will be essential for
survival.
To face this challenge, Media
Genix is offering its What’sON,
Broadcast Management System
(BMS). With this integrated system
at the core of their operations,

MediaGenix’s Johan Vanmarcke is
passionate about the company’s key
product, the “heart” of a media centre
— What’sON BMS.

broadcasters can easily launch
new channels or set up additional,
cost-effective on-demand services
while optimising workflow and
infrastructure.
The system provides them
with the flexibility and agility they
need to run their operations cost
efficiently as well as the tools that
open up new possibilities.
Vanmarcke said MediaGenix’s
solutions have a huge following
across the world, and now the
company is focusing on key Asian
markets, such as Thailand, Malaysia,
Singapore, Hong Kong, Japan, the
Philippines South Korea, Vietnam,
Indonesia and Taiwan.
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SeanNet Myanmar’s
VSAT network services
supported by AsiaSat 7
AsiaSat and SeanNet Myanmar have signed
a contract for VSAT network services in Myanmar using AsiaSat 7 Ku-band capacity.
SeanNet Myanmar, or Southeastasianet
Technologies Myanmar, aims to be one of
Myanmar’s leading providers of satellite
data connectivity, and is utilising AsiaSat 7’s
high-power Ku-band coverage over Myanmar to support its nationwide VSAT network
for a wide array of broadband Internet,
enterprise solutions and data connectivity
services. U Pyone Maung Maung, managing
director of SeanNet Myanmar, said: “AsiaSat
7’s coverage and high-look angle enable us
to provide high-quality services anywhere
in Myanmar, including the most remote and
mountainous regions.” SeanNet Myanmar’s
VSAT network launched last month.

Kacific turns to Av-Comm
for Ku-band service
Kacific Broadband Services will be commencing Ku-band operations from one of
Av-Comm’s strategically located APAC tele
ports to provide connectivity, hosting and
uplink services for Kacific’s first high-speed
broadband satellite service in the Pacific.
Av-Comm will host Kacific’s newly acquired
Newtec Dialog VSAT hub and supply IP
transit at its facilities to provide Kacific
with the ability to offer affordable satellite
broadband connectivity into the Pacific.
Kacific currently provides Ku-band capacity
to customers in the Pacific through AvComm’s teleport, ahead of the launch of its
new Ka-band satellite.

Next Month @ Distribution
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Teleports re-invent
to meet evolving
As new technologies continue to emerge as content providers’ needs
constantly evolve, Shawn Liew asks two teleport operators how they are
responding to these changes, and what is the role they see themselves
playing in today’s broadcast and media landscape.

B

From its humble beginnings in 2004, Slovenian teleport
operator STN has grown to service more than 650 channels
the Middle East, Africa, Europe and the Americas.

ehind every success story, an inspiring tale
of humble beginnings waits to be narrated.
caption
For Slovenian teleport operator STN,
the first chapter was penned in 2004,
when, operating in the business district
of Ljubljana, STN was transmitting a mere
four to six channels.
“STN started as a very small operator,”
acknowledges Anver Anderson, general
manager of STN. “In 2007, we started the
construction of a new station and today,
we are transmitting over 650 channels across the Middle East, Africa,
Europe and the Americas via satellite
What is
and fibre from our state-of-the-art
in 1970, the Kumsan teleport
teleport facilities in Dob, Slovenia.”
has been providing network
important
It is success that has not gone un
platforms for various satellite
for a
noticed, as STN was named by the
services, and serving as a gateway
teleport
World Teleport Association (WTA)
for communication services such
as the Independent Teleport Operator
as video, data and mobile.
operator
of the Year 2016. Anderson tells APB:
Sung-ho Choi, VP, Network
today is to
“Today, we have 65 receive antennas
Division, KT Sat, shares with
in place; we have more than 5,000
ensure they APB: “Some of the key services
racks filled with equipment and we
offer include video distribuunderstand we
continue to register double-digit yeartion and contribution, 1:1 and
what their
on-year growth. We have become a
1:n data services for both Asia
tour de force in the industry through
and Africa, as well as managed
customers
a dynamic and well-managed manTT&C (telemetry, tracking and
are trying to command) and teleport services
ner. We utilise the best technologies
from vendors such as Elemental and
for global satellite operators for
do, and to
Ericsson, but we strongly believe that
uplinking.
understand
technology is but a means to an end.
“We are also in the process
“The reason for our success is a
of expanding our managed serhow to get
very simple one — we really take care
vices to LEO (low earth orbit)
content through to audiences.
of our customers, and we allow them
and MEO (medium earth orbit),
— Anver Anderson, as well as non-communication
to reach the audiences they want to
and to develop the revenue streams
General Manager, STN services such as navigation.”
they need.”
KT Sat has also been work(who visited the APB booth at
Having joined the company about
BroadcastAsia2016) ing to embrace the Internet of
four months ago, it was perhaps
Things (IoT). Since 2008, the
appropriate that one of Anderson’s first ‘diaspora broadcasting’.
Kumsan teleport has been operating
Anderson says: “As part of our an IP-based video contribution platstops was Singapore, where he visited
BroadcastAsia2016 and Communic profile and portfolio, we do a lot of di- form, where content from overseas
Asia2016. “We have reached a threshold aspora broadcasting. For example, we programme providers is received
of how much we can continue to grow in bring a lot of channels from the Middle and then distributed to local IPTV
Europe, and we are ready to move forward East to their diasporas across the operators. “We have also merged our
in Asia,” he explains. “We don’t yet have an Americas. In recent years, we have seen expertise with the ICT infrastructure
Asian operation, and we are looking for more and more content coming out of of the KT Group, of which KT Sat
opportunities and partners in the region.” Asia, which we want to help bring to is a subsidiary company, in order to
STN recently announced a new com- other regions, and also to bring content provide end-to-end services for our
mercial initiative to help content owners from these regions to Asia.”
customers,” Choi adds.
One teleport operator that has
and broadcasters across Asia-Pacific
He further reveals that KT Sat
reach new audiences in international operated in Asia for a significant pe- is working on the development of a
markets. Specifically, STN wants to help riod of time is South Korea’s KT Sat, a Global Network Operation support
the region’s broadcasters take advantage of satellite service provider. Established system, which is designed to provide
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ing themselves
media needs

KT Sat’s Sung-ho Choi calls for all satellite operating countries in Asia to establish
a regional community, where cooperation and exchange of information on
technologies and operation know-hows can be encouraged and shared.

“prompt and effective” customercare services for the full life cycle
of Voice of Customers (VOC), or
general enquiries and complaints
from customers.
“We are trying to benchmark
our network operations support
system for terrestrial networks, in
order to formulate an appropriate
IT system for satellite services.
Upon launch in 2017, this system
will help us provide differentiated
services to our customers,” Choi
explains.
KT Sat also sees the demand
for teleport services continue to
rise, as a variety of global satellite service platforms continue
to be established and operated,
including high throughput satellite (HTS) and mobility services.
Choi says: “This puts the onus
on us, as teleport operators, to
be equipped with advanced technologies and improved functionalities. Considering that it takes a
certain amount of time to acquire
technical knowledge, it is also
necessary for us to find an effective
staffing agenda.”

He also calls for all satellite
operating countries in Asia to
establish a regional community,
where cooperation and exchange
of information on technologies
and operation know-hows can be
encouraged and shared. This, KT
Sat believes, will allow “superlative
and cost-effective” services to be
offered to customers, at a time
where Asian countries tend to
possess their own communication
satellites, and are operating their
own teleports.
The teleport services landscape has changed “enormously”,
according to STN’s Anderson.
Having been in the telecommunications industry for more
than three decades, he reminisces
a time past, where he was handling
morse code and typing messages
on a typewriter.
“Today, we are constantly using better encoding and modulation techniques and we are making
sure that the same visual quality is
available using a smaller amount
of bandwidth. The improvement
in encoding, compression and

modulation means that we are
able to do with 2Mbps what we
were doing maybe nine years ago
with 7Mbps.”
With STN providing SD, HD
and 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) video
and audio broadcast, as well as IP
point-to-point data services over
satellite, how does Anderson see
4K/UHD, and indeed, 8K, developing in Asia? 4K/UHD and 8K
will not happen overnight, is his
assessment, even if technologies
continue to emerge to support the
delivery of these services.
He cites: “I was in the offices of
a Japanese broadcaster four years
ago and they were already looking at 8K, but they just couldn’t
get it over satellite because the
bandwidth was too wide. Now a
single transponder may well do the
trick, although there is still a limit
to how far you can go with that.”
More importantly, teleport
operators today need to recognise
that their roles are evolving beyond traditional teleport services.
In many ways, teleport operators
need to look “beyond the technology”, Anderson emphasises.
“We have all the technologies
available to do any content formats
— ranging from very large to very
small — and to deliver them to all
the networks, whether it’s fibre,
satellite or over-the-top (OTT).
“What is important for a tele
port operator today is to ensure
they understand what their customers are trying to do, and to
understand how to get content
through to audiences. It’s the tele
port operator’s job to make sure
everything works, without the
customer having to think about
how it is going to work. Clearly,
we have gone beyond just providing receiving and uplink teleport
services,” he concludes.
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IoT opportunity for
teleports
by elisabeth tweedle

The Internet-of-Things, or IoT, is everywhere. It’s been creeping up
steadily over the past few years, from Fitbits that we wear to sensors
monitoring engine performance on container ships. However, as
a recent report from the World Teleport Association (WTA) clearly
showed, at present, it is only a very small percentage of revenue for
the satellite industry.
The report, which was compiled from interviews with teleport
operators and technology providers, focuses on what IoT means for
the satellite industry — both now and in the future. Particular attention is given as to what steps the industry needs to take to secure a
role for satellite in this market, which is forecast to include anything
from 25 billion to 70 billion connected devices by 2020.
Naturally, the majority of these devices will be connected by
terrestrial services, but even in the more developed parts of the
world there is room for satellite: for everything from environmental
monitoring to relaying information on when the next bus will arrive
at a rural bus stop.
The oil and gas industry has always been a major customer for
SCADA, and despite the recent slump in oil prices, interest from this
sector remains strong. Companies are looking for the increased efficiencies, reduced costs and the improved safely that can be derived
from strategically located sensors. Other growth sectors include, utilities, maritime, aeronautical, mining and transportation.
Provision of suitable antennas is seen as a key factor in developing
the IoT market for the satellite industry. There was a strong consensus
among the executives interviewed by the WTA for this report, that
smaller and/or flat-panel antennas are needed to expand the market.
For the mobile sectors, the antenna also has to be steerable. Correspondingly, smaller modems and chipsets are also needed. One totally
new market that may open up, when affordable flat-panel antennas
come to market, is that of updating software for cars. This is also an
application ideally suited to the broadcast capabilities of satellites.
But it’s not just hardware that needs to change in order to take
advantage of this growing market, the services offered by teleports
also need to change. It is no longer sufficient, just to sell MHz, customers increasingly need managed services. Planes, pipelines and ships
usually pass through the footprints of multiple satellites. Customers
don’t want to have to negotiate multiple deals and stitch the services
together; they look to the operators to do that for them.
Operators and technology providers alike have the opportunity
to take managed services even further and provide the analytics
needed to make all the data generated by the sensors meaningful.
Information on performance and trends, both historical and predictive, is what customers are looking for.
Some operators, by virtue of association, are better placed to step
into this role; for example, those who have sister companies doing
analytics. Others will need to develop or buy-in those skills. Technology providers are ready to support them in this, and are developing
new software programmes to analyse data.
Elisabeth Tweedle is the founder of Definitive Direction, a consultancy
firm focusing on researching and evaluating the long-term potential for
new ventures, initiating their development, and identifying and developing appropriate alliances. This report is written on behalf of the World
Teleport Association (WTA).
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Engaging viewers
The sheer number of choices available to viewers today means that
broadcasters are no longer enjoying the distribution monopoly they once
dominated. Some of the leading broadcasters and TV service providers
in Asia-Pacific share with Shawn Liew their strategies in engaging and
retaining their viewers.

Planetcast Media
Services launches OTT
platform
Planetcast Media Services, formerly
known as Essel Shyam Communication,
has launched its own over-the-top (OTT)
platform — the latest addition in the
bouquet of services offered by Planetcast
for the media and entertainment industries.
The launch is also in tandem with the future
vision of the company, said Sanjay Duda,
chief marketing officer of Planetcast. He
added: “While we retain our core services,
we are creating a whole new digital
ecosystem, which will be the backbone of
the company for the next decade. In short,
we are creating tomorrow, today.”

Xstream expands
Asia-Pacific reach
Xstream, a provider of OTT solutions,
has entered into an exclusive Asia-Pacific
licensing agreement with OTT Premium,
an IOT Group subsidiary, to sell, market
and license the Xstream MediaMaker OTT
platform across the Asia-Pacific region. Ian
Duffell, IOT executive director, business
strategy and OTT Premium chairman, said:
“OTT and TV everywhere is the biggest
evolution we’ve seen in delivering content
across all devices to consumers. Xstream is
at the forefront of the OTT food chain and
we are proud to be their exclusive partner
across Asia-Pacific. This is a significant step
forward for OTT Premium.”

Next Month @ X-Platform
OTT Broadcast Solutions and
Enhancements
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or any broadcaster or TV service provider,
maintaining an open, two-way engagement with their viewers ranks as a key
imperative today — and it is not hard to
see why.
The dynamics of the provider-receiver
relationship have been altered irrevocably; where once broadcasters might have
dictated the content their viewers watch,
viewers today not only determine the
content they want to watch, but also when
they want to watch, and on what device.
What strategies, then, can broadcasters deploy, in order to ensure that they are
providing the content that their viewers
demand?
Start a conversation with them, replies
Shane Mitchell, chief digital officer at
Singapore terrestrial broadcaster Media
corp. He tells APB: “Mediacorp has one of
the biggest reach on social media among
Singapore companies today. We start
conversations around our content through
more than 350 brand accounts and over
300 artistes/personalities accounts.
“Unlike a brand whose content needs
to sell a product, our first priority is to
entertain, engage and enrich our audience,
so we create engagement every day.”
The wider strategy, Mitchell reveals,
is to leverage social engagement to drive

audiences to both Mediacorp’s terrestrial and digital channels, as well as to
commercialise the company’s social
media presences as channels in their
own right.
How social media is deployed,
dependent on content genre, defines
the online strategy of Australian commercial free-to-air (FTA) broadcaster
Seven Network.
Andrew Anderson, head of broadcast operations, Seven West Media,
explains: “Our news and public affairs
programmes concentrate on constant
Twitter and Facebook uploads of all
current and breaking news, whereas
our as-live programmes, such as My
Restaurant Rules, has an on-air Twitter
presence for audience participation, as
well as constant Facebook discussions,
pre- and post-programme air-time.”
Seven Network’s 42 channels are
also streamed round the clock to all
devices, with the main premise that
viewers can consume content on TV,
tablets, mobiles and PCs, at any given
time. “The principal driver is that the
measurement of viewing on these devices extends the reach of our content
broadcast engine, which is our FTA
channels,” Anderson shares.

The changing narrative of TV
Whether by choice or necessity, almost
every media company has at least a Face
book or Twitter account in order to be
able to communicate with its audience.
This interaction with the viewer, further
provides valuable information about TV
viewing habits, preferences and trends,
according to Kew Chee Lek, key account
manager, Qvest Media
Singapore.
He told APB:
“The most obvious
advantage of social
media channels is the
direct promotion

of broadcasts. On Facebook or Twitter,
producers can promote their formats and
attract attention.”
Being a two-way communication
mechanism, broadcast stations can then
communicate directly with their audiences
on numerous social media platforms. “The
passive viewer thus become active users.
We see TV stations really making an effort
to appeal to user communities, in order to
create viewer loyalty,” Kew added.
He also sees broadcasters increasingly
making use of smartphones and tablets
as a ‘second screen’, or as a second unit
besides the traditional TV set. With these

❝The most obvious advantage of social
David Siah
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Be available on all platforms would
appear to be a sound strategy, and one
which Malaysian media group Media
Prime is firmly adhering to. “Social
media creates an opportunity for us to
connect to our viewers,” says Dr Ahmad
Zaki Mohd Salleh, group general
manager, engineering, Media Prima.
“The interactive nature of social media
platforms enables our content team
to engage our viewers through the
creation of user groups, hence building and enhancing our brand equity.
It also enables us to tailor our content
to suit most of our viewers. Therefore,
the proliferation of social media and
various online delivery mechanisms is
an immediate concern for us.”
With digital audiences continuing
to grow exponentially, it is critical that
operators continue to raise the bar in
terms of consumer engagement across
their channel offerings, suggests Sunil
Buch, chief business officer at Zee
Entertainment Enterprises, an Indian
media and entertainment company.
He declares: “Today, Zee stands at
the helm of digital innovation in the
media and entertainment industry
through its vibrant presence across
social media, smartphone apps and

media channels is the direct promotion of
broadcasts.❞
— Kew Chee Lek, Key Account Manager,
Qvest Media Singapore

devices, broadcasters are gaining inter
action with their audiences via direct
feedback channels while voting and rating
functions can also be activated.
“Interactive TV, in itself, offers broadcasters many opportunites to customise
their programmes. Electronic programme
guides (EPGs), time-shift or call-ins are just
a few examples that have already established themselves.
“Fur thermore, personalised programme selection and non-linear TV, such
as YouTube and on-demand, are important
aspects that are provided by interactive TV.”
With the Internet, the narrative of TV is
also changing, Kew pointed out. With an
Internet live production tool and cloudbased architectures, broadcasters can
actively integrate the viewer in the programme production, he illustrated. Viewers
are then contributors, content suppliers,
providers of ideas, and an active part of
the programme production.
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in today’s digital age

Broadcasters are increasingly finding social media as an effective platform to connect with their viewers; they in turn, have
gradually integrated the use of social media as part of their viewing experience.

innovations in the voting mechanism of its leading reality shows.”
One of the most effective strategies for the Zee Cinema Hindi
movie channel has been to run
live contests during TV premieres,
where participants are enticed to
watch a film in order to answer
questions on social media.
A new stand-up comedy programme, Live Ka Recharge, available on &TV, Zee’s Hindi General
Entertainment Channel (GEC),
revolves around different social
media trends. “In Life Ka Recharge,
the real content creator is the
audience, and the show picks up
trending topics in the online space
through enactments and integrated videos,” Buch explains, before
adding: “In this digital age, we have
realised that it is imperative to use

different media to actively engage
with viewers on a real-time basis.
Through customised messages,
instantaneous feedback and quick
follow-up, Zee has been able to
build a strong connection with
our viewers across our bouquet of
channels.”
He cites GCE as a prime example of how Zee has constantly
“pushed the envelope” in the
digital space. “In 2015, Zee TV became the first Indian GEC to allow
viewers to vote for their favourite
reality show contestants through a
Google search. This exciting voting mechanism increased voting
participation by 300% over the
previous season,” Buch adds.
TV today is undoubtedly interactive, says Mediacorp’s Mitchell,
as audiences tell broadcasters that

they want more choices, more
control and more participation
with their TV experiences. On
one level, interactive TV is about
the physical technology, as Mitchell
explains: “With our HbbTV rollout, planned for end-June this
year, audiences can access catch-up
TV, the entire Toggle (Mediacorp’s
interactive OTT service) library
and enhanced information services
using just their remote controls.”
On another level, interactive
TV is about audiences wanting to
get closer to the stories broadcasters tell, Mitchell reminds. In the
past, this might have been as simple as behind-the-scenes footage
being made available online. Now,
storytelling and performances
are transmedia, and interactivity
involves real audience interaction

or participation.
He continues: “Viewers of our
annual Star Awards, a ‘live’ tent
pole broadcast, don’t just want to
interact by voting for their favourite celebrities. Now, they expect
‘live’ interaction — through applications such as Facebook Live — to
provide a real-time dimension to
the ‘live’ broadcast and to be able
to influence the ‘live’ content.
“For instance, users were asking questions and receiving direct
answers from the celebrity being
interviewed at that particular
moment. This is ‘live’ augmented
content not broadcast on traditional platforms.”
For Seven Network, interaction
with viewers remains coincident
with its as-live programming,
and is essentially a participation
by viewers tweeting directly to
air and scoring along with official
judgments in programming, says
Anderson. “Our core objective,” he
states, “is to own and make available our content to all eyeballs, on
every device. This sounds simple
enough, but when applied correctly, will extent the reach of FTA
TV, beyond the TV set. The key, is
the measurement and application
of those metrics.”
Gathering and analysing data
will allow broadcasters to know
their consumers’ key motivations,
concurs Mediacorp’s Mitchell.
This, along with relevant content
and “powerful storytelling”, remain
the fundamentals in retaining
eyeballs in a shifting and rapidly

changing landscape, he adds. “For
Mediacorp and Toggle, we will
continue to focus on our strengths
of telling stories that resonate with
Singaporeans. TV broadcasters are
still able to connect large communities in physical locations
as small as a city or as large as a
whole country, and this remains
an important advantage.”
To be truly relevant to today’s audiences, broadcasters
need to consistently differentiate
themselves through original and
creative content backed by strong
visuals, bold dialogues and unique
concepts that viewers have not
seen before, suggests Zee’s Buch.
“We have also realised that regular
‘come and watch’ messaging is not
as effective in this digital age. It
is necessary to design initiatives
that allow for enhanced audience
participation and engagement
across platforms.”
And while an old adage may be
often repeated, it does not mean
it is losing its relevance. Retaining eyeballs is one of the toughest
propositions for broadcasters
today, muses Media Prima’s Dr
Ahmad Zaki. How, then, can
broadcasters win this race? “I
firmly believe that content is
still the main reason why people
watch TV. Creating good content
is always a challenge; our strategy
is not only to be present on all
platforms, but also to become the
leaders in producing good content. As the saying goes, ‘content
is king’,” he concludes.

Seizing the opportunities of OTT
by joe khodeir

Broadcasters are no longer simply broadcasters. No longer can they deliver one
or a handful of channels, with a format
decision as simple as SD or HD. Today, the
expectation is that content will be available
to computers and mobiles, across a range
of delivery systems. That content will be
streamed live, and it will be packaged and
offered as video-on-demand (VoD), as a
free catch-up service or maybe as a paid-for
or subscription archive.
All that is a given. Today, the key challenges facing broadcasters are, first, how to
deliver all this content at scale; and, second,
how to pay for it.
Looking at the delivery challenge first, it
is clear that scale is the real issue. According
to Parks Associates, an estimated 1.6 billion
people worldwide watch online video, with
probably a billion of those watching on
mobile devices. Video traffic to mobiles is

set to grow at 55% a year until 2020, according to McKinsey.
All these receiving devices have different requirements. There are four different
versions of the Android operating system
with more than 10% market penetration
at the moment. While there is a long-term
aspiration for delivery to move to MPEGDASH, at the moment HLS is still widely
used, which means that Smooth Streaming
also has to be supported for those devices,
which do not want to use an Apple proprietary standard.
Inside the streaming format there are
different codecs, bitrates, screen resolutions
and encryption systems.
Clearly, the idea that there can be dedicated broadcast hardware to create all of
these outputs is crazy. The only way that
this can be achieved is through software
devices, and preferably virtualised or cloud
devices, which can be spooled up and down
as necessary. That provides the capacity,

even in peaks, along with resilience through
rapid replacement of failed processes.
A unified software delivery platform
also offers a solution to the second challenge: how to pay for the service. Advertising remains the best source of revenue, but
that advertising has to be tailored to the
platform and the consumer — ideally down
to the individual. The anytime, anywhere
nature of today’s video consumption experience makes this a difficult proposition.
For the most part, the television advertising world has been unable to keep up
with the migration of eyeballs to alternative
viewing platforms and non-linear content
distribution models.
The good news is that 2016 is shaping
up to be the year where the media world
finally gets a grasp on the monetisation
of content, no matter where or when it is
consumed.
The omni-platform environment, which
encompasses linear television, on-demand,

DVR, multi-screen, radio and digital, demands that media companies look towards
integrated solutions that place and monetise ads across multiple video consumption
environments.
Nearly three-quarters of respondents to
Imagine Communications’ Focus Forward
2016 survey cited the migration from a
linear to an omni-platform ad management
approach as being a top competitive priority within their organisation.
An omni-platform approach was also
seen as key to maximising the efficiency
and reducing the errors linked to ad management and as a way to enable media
companies to maximise the value of their
inventory, therefore generating new revenue. Stepping away from a linear model is
also expected to help broadcasters provide
more value to advertisers and agencies.
Joe Khodeir is senior vice-president AsiaPacific, Imagine Communications.
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Aspera drives globalisation
of media supply chain
From the smallest startups to the
most established broadcast companies, file-based delivery is now
a core essential, and also illustrates
the globalisation of the media supply chain, said Michelle Munson,
CEO of Aspera, an IBM company.
She added: “In the past two
to five years, cloud-based infra
structures, and over-the-top (OTT)
video services have also become
more ubiquitous.”
This calls for glitch-free playout
and negligible start-up time, conditions Aspera is looking to offer
through its FASPStream, a new
turnkey application software, and
an open video transport solution

for live streaming of broadcastquality video over commodity
Internet networks.
FASPStream uses Aspera’s FASP
bulk data protocol to transport
any live video source and provides
timely arrival of live video and data,
independent of network roundtrip
delay and packet loss.
Less than five seconds of startup delay is required for 50Mbps
video streams transported over
250ms round-trip latency and 3%
packet loss.
One current user of FASP is
China’s national broadcaster CCTV,
which is using the solution to deliver live video to its OTT platform.

“We see growing interest in our
solutions in Asia, because the appetite for content is just enormous,”
Munson says. “The big challenge for
Asia is the lack of broadband connectivity in many countries.”
Another solution Munson wants
to highlight is Aspera Files, which
has already signed up some 700
customers since its introduction five
months ago.
Aspera Files is an SaaS (software-as-a-service) platform used
by customers such as Major League
Baseball (MLB) Advanced Media,
Digital Media Services and BASE
Media Cloud, to accelerate and simplify their digital media workflows.

Aspera’s Michelle Munson: “From the smallest start-ups to the most established
broadcast companies, file-based delivery is now a core essential.”

Built on Aspera FASP technology and running on IBM Cloud, Aspera Files transforms cloud-based
content sharing and collaboration
by eliminating the problems of
sharing large files and large directories with fast and secure transfer
of content and the associated
metadata directly from a native

storage environment — on premises or on the cloud.
“These are exciting times for
the media industry, more so with
4K/Ultra HD (UHD) looming on
the horizon. At Aspera, we are constantly evolving our technologies
to address trends in the media
industry,” Munson concluded.

Caton showcased video compression and transmission innovations
With an expanded booth size at last
month’s BroadcastAsia, US-based
Caton Technology made its presence felt with a full showcase of
video compression and transmission solutions.
Caton’s Cydex file transfer SaaS
solution highlights the company’s
move into enterprise-managed file
transfers, and its third generation
of Network Video Processing (NVP)
tools, the NVP series of encoders
and decoders demonstrated its
continuing commitment to highquality and affordable solutions for
new media professionals.
“After a successful attendance
at BroadcastAsia last year, we have
expanded our presence to emphasise the importance of the Asian
market to Caton,” said CB Lau,
Caton’s VP of Sales and Marketing.
“BroadcastAsia is an ideal

Caton CEO Ray Huang (left) and vice-president of Sales & Marketing, CB Lau,
showcasing one of Caton's new solutions, Cydex.

showcase for our many new solutions. One of these is Cydex — or
cyber data express, an accelerated
fast file transfer solution. The Cydex
file transfer management platform
is a huge step forward in large-file
transmission. Cydex makes moving

very large files as easy as sending
an email.”
Cydex, based on Caton’s proprietary F2TP (Fast Files Transfer
Protocol) technology, provides
high-speed enterprise-class file
transfers with end-to-end security.

Cydex offers optimised performance even in highly congested
and high-latency environments,
achieving up to 400x the performance of standard FTP file
transfers. Cydex implements both
AES-256 file level and HTTPS SSL
session level encryption.
Caton also launched the third
generation of its network video
processors for new media markets.
The new NVP line of H.264 encoders and decoders are designed
for HD video real-time streaming,
and are perfect for e-learning,
remote education, video conference, marketing and multimedia
streaming applications.
Building upon Caton’s R2TP
(Reliable Real-Time Transport
Protocol) technology, NVP encoders now support up to three
independent encoding outputs

for multi-screen applications. NVP
decoders integrate H.264 decoding
with simultaneous digital and analogue output to provide a versatile
media delivery solution over any
IP network.
The NVP product family, which
includes the NVP903 portable
network video encoder/decoder
and the NVP990 portable video
decoder, provides best-of-class
performance, added Lau.
Lau said he was pleased that
Caton has achieved a measure of
recognition for its unique open Internet transmission solutions. “The
industry has progressed to video
over Internet. As open Internet
matures, Caton is well-positioned
to provide clients with reliable and
more cost-effective solutions. Our
business prospects are exciting and
bright.”
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